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Black Mississippians Alarmed By Slayings
Young Father Of Two
Shot At Holly Springs

City's Oldest Retired Teacher
Is Dead At 100; Suffered Fall
Funeral services for Mrs.
Church. Attending were E. C
Pearl Crawford, who at age
ot
Stimbert,
superintendent
100 was considered the oldest
Memphis City Schools; Miss
retired schoolteacher in MemJim Ella Cotton, retired elephis, were held last Sunday aftmentary school teacher, who
ernoon at the Alcy Seventh
had been a teacher with Mrs.
Day Adventist Church. The euCrawford; Robert M. Ratlogy was given by the pastor,
cliffe, public relations direcElder J. M. Doggette.
tor of LeMoyne College, who
Mrs. Crawford had been livread a biographical sketch of
ing alone at 339 N. Dunlap st.
Mrs. Crawford's life; and State
until several weeks ago when
Representative Alvin M. King,
she fell and broke her hip.
who contributed the cake for
Following hospital care at
Mrs. Crawford's birthday reJohn Gaston, she was taken to
ception.
live with her niece, Mrs. McAfter her 100th birthday,
Kinley Evans, at 752 Randle
Mrs. Crawford continued to
St.
travel around town on the bw
Mrs. Crawford died at the
by herself, and came to church
latter address at 7:30 p.m. on
until she suf fered the fall'
Thursday. March 13.
which resulted in her death.
The oldest living graduate of
She is survived by a great,
LeMoyne College, Mrs. Crawford was born in Huntsville,' MRS. PEARL CRAWFORD niece, Miss Dorothy Evans, a
secretary at Manassas High'
Ala., in August 1868 and was
and was the grand
School;
brought to Memphis by her ford's voice captivated them
so that she was called back aunt of William Evans, Harparents as a 5mall child.
During a yellow fever epi- for numerous encores, she re- old Evans, Mrs. Pearl Wildemic, all of Mrs. Crawford's'called near the close of her liams, Ronnie and Melvin Easton, and a dear friend of Mrs
immediate family died she was long life.
Jennie Tarpley.
take ninto the home of an uncle. Mrs. Crawford, once known
After graduating from Le- to hundreds of her first grade Assisting on the funeral proMoyne, Mrs. Ctawford began students as "Mrs. Moss," re- gram were Elders Noble Powa teaching career which was tired from the Memphis City ell, who read scripture and
someone Schools in 1941 as a teacher at T. R. Armour who offered
w h en
interrupted
heard her sing and asked her Greenwood Elementary School, prayer. The obituary was read
to join the Fisk Jubilee Sing- which is now Hamilton Ele- by Mrs. Rosa Marr. and Mrs.
Myrtle Surrell was soloist. The
mentary School.
ers on a tour of Europe.
also sang.
choir
reand
program
birthday
command
A
made
group
The
j ust ception was given for Mrs. Interment was in Elmwood
before
performances
about all of the royal houses Crawford last August at t he Cemetery. Southern Funeral
of Europe, and Mrs. Craw- Ales Seventh Day Adventist Home was in charge.

More Newsboys
Are Competing
For TSD Prizes
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VICTIMS FAMILY—No explanation h a
geen given for the murder of Garfield
Holly
Negro in
Perkins, 27-year-old
springs, miss., but his family faces a

Negroes in Marshall County, beaten by a sheriff's deputy.
Miss., are concerned about the Before the case could be
number of blacks who have brought to trial, Richmond's
been shot down by whites body was found mutilated in
there in the last few months, one of the streets of Holly
and the lack of punishment Springs. It was said that he
appeared to have been run
given to the culprits,
One of the latest victims in over several times.
the reign of terror against Some of the black leaders in
blacks was Garfield Perkins, Marshall County complain
a sawmill worker from Holly that the atrocities which are
Springs, who was shot for no waged against them are going
reason at all on Memphis st. unreported because reporters
near the Rust College campus. are not coming in and telling
Mr. Perkins, who was 27, the "outside world" what is
married and the father of two happening there.
at present constismall children, was riding in Black
an automobile with his brother, tute 78 per cent of Marshall
Willie Perkins, 21, were driving County, and they are becomdown the highway Friday ing more aware of their power
night, Feb. 21, when an auto- through the activities of the
mobile behind him blinked its United League of Marshall
County. Whites are concerned
lights.
Thinking that it might have about losing control they conbeen the Mississippi Highway sidered theirs by inheritance.
Patrol, they pulled over to the At one of the last meetings of
the organization, a Mrs. Leoside.
A young white man, whom na Branch reported that she
they had never seen before, and her daughters had shots
came up with a gun and be- fired above their heads as
they came out of their cabin
gan shooting.
Garfield Perkins was shot in ,and started toward town for
the lower part of the stomach, the gathering.
the upper left chest and the The county did have the
left hand. After some emer- Food Stamp Program until
gency treatment in H o 1 1 y whites voted to discontinue it.
Springs, he was carried to Since that time, a child has
John gaston Hospital in Mem- died from malnutrition.
phis where he died on March Two blacks have been elected to offices in Marshall Coun1.
Relatives visited him before ty. The county coroner is a
he died, but they said he was black man, and in a recent
unconscious during all of their election a black was elected
visits. But "Mississippi j u s- to clerk of chancery court. He
bleak future with him gone. Here his
widow, Mrs. Suzanne Perkins, comfor ts tice" seems to have prevailed. only got the office after a reNo one has ever been able count of votes was ordered,
their two children, Johnnie Mae, two, and
to find out just what happen- and then it was discovered
Prentiss, four. (Withers Photo)
-4d to a young Negro named that the clerk had won the
Richmond, who was a leader post by more than 100 votes.
in marches in Marshall Coun- Mrs. Suzanne Perkins, wity. who was employed by the dow of the latest Marshall
'North Mississippi Legal Serv- County victim, has been promices offices, and who had filed ised some assistance by the
a suit against the Marshall United League of the area.
County sheriff for injuries re- Her youngest child, a girl, two,
ceived when he was badly is handicapped.
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Com missIon
Pickett In Campaign On MLK Assassination

To Give Dinner

Here March 25

City Preparing

For A Mammoth

Human Relations Meet

Three Persons Killed
After Minor Disputes

Drive
Launched By LeMoyne

Attended By Memphians

Memorial Trek

ev. Lawson Will Get
The Russwurm Award

Thanksgiving
Service To Be
Held Sunday

•
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Rust College

More reports are coming on
about newsboyswho are . corn-, The stage has been set for a ness of ALL American society.
George W. Lee, in a letteri still hangs us the scaffold of
peting forth topprizesin the'
voters, After all, concluded Mr. Pick- to President Richard M. Nix- a tongueless silence.
to end on direct confrontation with
Newsboys Contest
ett, symbiosis, or interdepen- on on Monday, asked that a "If there were conspirators
on the basis of issues by O.W.
April 26.
dence, is an elemental law of commission to investigate the they should be rooted out.
Michael Williams of 1098 Pickett, Negro candidate forl life
natural and spiritual possibility of conspiracy in They should not be left to roam
Somerville has increased from, the Eighth Congressional Dis- law. Perhaps this is the black the assassination of Dr. Mar- the street-s of our cities or the
35 copies of 75 copies a wee trict on Saturday, March 22. man's opportunity and respon-,tin Luther King, Jr., be nam- lonely countryside to threaten
to put him in the running for
other good men, white and
Rust College, Holly Springs,
Mr. Pickett will be accom- sibility to redeem his fellow ed.
some of the prizes.
In his letter, Mr. Lee wrote: black, who have the courage Miss. will compliment the
panied on a blitz caravan men".
His brother, Robert, of the throughout northeast Tennessee, In the land of northern and"The conviction of James to perceive the truth, to em- alumni, former students a n d
Three adults were slain over ment about a woman they were
same address has caught up which he has termed a "dis- southern winds battling togeth- Earl Ray for the murder of brace the truth, and to execute friends of the college with a
with him and also sells 75 aster" area and for which he er, in the land where once the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the truth.
dinner Tuesday evening March the weekend and a teenager trying to date in the Tally Ho
my- 25 at the Chisca Plaza. in ap- seriously wounded in four un- Cafe a 276 Poplar ave.
papers each week.
says he will petition Congress decisive battles between broth- who boldly pursued poverty "Wiser men than I hold
For the issue of March 8, for a billion dollars over the er and brother were fought in and war, and like others who self to declare in confidence preciation of the support given related incidents. By coinci- The shooting occurred at
Johnny Parrett, 13, of 852 Tate, next 10 years for farm, indus- the Civil War, will be decide& challenged the status quo and and through the news media the college in the past and dence, two of the victims were 8:05 p.m. last Friday and
Slaughter was pronounced dead
sold 55 papers instead of the trial,
and the issues which will not only I ran the risk of martyrdom, that the most effective move particularly for the response in distant cousins.
communications,
this the present expansion drive.
usual 35 he has been selling. transportation
Willie Slaughter, 44, of 419 on arrival at John Gaston
r e habilitation. concern the future of Tennes- I should not be the last chapter that you could make at
Maurice Hulon of 1087 S. Internationally-known comed- see in miniscule, but also of in a book which Ray began time would be the naming of a
More than 400 invitations have Carbon St. was shot once in Hospital.
Somerville has doubled his or- ian, entertainer, and fractious the nation, and perhaps the when he pulled the trigger of commission to look into all been sent to graduates a n d the chest with a .38 calibre re- Hawkins entered a not guilder and is selling 50 papers a protagonist for Civil Rights world. At least, this is what'a deadly rifle and Dr. King phases of the King assassina- former students of the Memphis volver by Wilbur "Bud' Haw- ty plea to murder in City Court
crumpled in the twilight of an tion.
week.
area, however many of them kins, 35, of 777 Leath, after the on Monday morning and his
that it is "imperative that you Candidate Pickett thinks.
April evening on the balcony "And if there be conspirators have been returned as undeliv- two of them got into an argu
See Page 2
enough prizes help prove to the world that
There
are
who do deeds that seem erable because of incorrect adof the Lorraine Motel.
for all of the boys in the con- the ideals of our fallen leader
"Sir, I believe that justice strange and dark in a day so dress.
test, and no one will be dis- may yet be salvaged and inhas been, in a way served by bright in liberty, let them be
appointed if he works hard, re- stituted into the very fabric of
The local committee is asking C
the courts of Memphis, but a brought to justice," Col. Lee
circula- American life, there to work
ports Ray A.Wicks,
graduates and former stuall
great part of the truth untold told the President.
tion manager of the Tri-State for the health and salubriousdents of Rust to contact Mrs.
Defender.
Anna Rogers Willis, president
of the Memphis Rust Club,
phone 946-8875: Mrs. Mary Talford, club secretary, phone
946-1148; or Samuel R. Brown, LeMoyne-Owen College will civic leaders of the city were
phone 948-8804 for further in- launch a capital fund drive in told Thursday at a luncheon
April, leading businessmen and held at the Holiday Inn-Riverformation
mont. The goal has been set at
$1,608.000.
Memphis Community KansasCity Mental Health,
The
Wallace E. Johnson, presiLeadership Training, Inc., inIFoundation, Kansas City, Mo.
dent of Holiday Inns of Americonjunction with the Memphisl Co-Trainers were Dr. Randy
ca, is chairman of the college's
and Shelby County Human Re- Harper, Department of Psyboard of development.
Commission, sponsored chiatry, Louisiana State Unilations
The Memphis Community is to
Edmund Orgill, a member of
an Institute of Human Relations versity Medical School; Dr.,
the County Court, and Ben
march in memory of the first Training for Memphis Com- Ted May, University of TenHooks, minister, lawyer and
anniversary of the death of Dr. munity Leaders March 14-16 at nessee Department of PsychoSee Page 2
Martin Luther
King.Jr.,April the Paris Landing Inn in Paris, logy; F. W. Kephart, Director,
Tennessee.
of th Memphis Community For his leadership in pulling ; And U. S. District Judge
4.
Topic for discussion for the Leadership Training, Inc..; Dr. the Memphis community to- Leon Higgenbotham, Dr. James
The marchis under the ausweek-end retreat of Black and Jaswant Khanna, University of gether during last year's sani- Whittico, president of the Napices of C. 0. M. E. (Commun- white participants was, "Issues Tennessee Department of Pay- tation strike before Dr. Martin tional Medical Association; Dr.
ity on the Move for Equality) and Relationships in black and chology, Myron Mohr; Depart- Luther King, Jr., was assas- Lillie M. Jackson, Baltimore
ment of Psychology, Louisiana sinated, the Rev. James M. civic leader; Atty. Arthur Shorand the AFSCME Local 1733. White".
MICHAEL
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
ROBERT
and Walter Lawson, Jr.. has been named,es. member of the Birmingham
C. 0. M. E. is the organiza- The sensitivity session State University
of South-- to receive one of 10 Russwurm'City Council; and Prof. Harry
University
Robinson,
blackst
tion which invited Dr. King to brought some whites and
college
Awards from the Natio n a 1 Edwards, California
Memphis last March to lend together for the first time on ern Illinois.
black
the
sparked
Assowho
teacher
session,
the
Publishers
in
disParticipants
Newspaper
they
his stature and support to the an equal basis where
power thrust at the Olympic
Sanitation strike. AFSCME is cussed pertinent issues in the were W. R. Moyer, Jr., J. D. ciation.
the union which represents the Memphis community such as Farley, D. Gene Fowinkle, The awards are named for Meet in Mexico City, which reSanitation Workers.
"Police Brutality.", "the Ray Mrs. Ruby Fowinkle, Dick John B. Russwurm, founder of sulted in a new awareness of The Knights of Typhias and
Trial," "a Black member on,Gastineau, Mrs. Eleanor Gas- the first black newspaper in the the black athlete as coaches' the Courts of Clanthe's will
The March will reaffirm the the Board of Education" and , tineau, Jerry Hyman, Everett United
S t ats, "Freedom's and officials on college cam- hold their annual Thanksgiving
ideals of Dr. King and will many more subjects.
Service Sunday, March 23 at
Leverson, Mrs. Ada Bowman, Journal." established in 1627. poses.
expound the tenetsof his phil- Director of the Institute was Elder L. Shearon, Lester Ros- They are the NNPA's highest Russwurm Awards are design Pleasant Hill Baptist Church,
osophy on Freedom, Integra- Dr. Donald D. Glad, Professor en, Mrs. Pat Rosen, Det. Ed. awards.
ed to recognize individuals and 2328 Hunter Ave. Rev. J. H.
tion and Non -Violence . Mrs. and Director of Clinical Train- Redditt, Det. R. J. Turner, An award will be presented institutions on both the national Walker, pastor. The Rev. OsCoretta King, widow of the ing at Louisiana State Univer- Det. J. D. Williams, Rev. W.A. to the NBC "Today" show. For and regional level and car Hollowell will preach the
I slain leader and Rev. Ralph sity. Dr. J. Don Roney, of the Sesley, Det. Joe Ravarino, Det. the first time in the history of are given in recognition of out- sermon at 3:00 p.m.
sueI David Abernathy, who
, School of Education at the Uni- OR. Bradbarry, Det. C. B. the awards, all of the recip- standing achievement in mak-, The highlights of this occaPresident of versity of Houston was Assoc- Creamer, Mrs. Ethel Wilkinson, lents will be black.
t ceeded him as
, mg possible a richer conception , sion will be the presence of
the Southern Christian Lead- iate Director Trainers were W. D. Jemison, Jr., Rev. Ezra Others named are Mrs. Shit-- of democratic principles and Mrs. Mattie Maxwell of Pulasership Conference are among Dr Eugene Long, St. Elizabeth Johnson, Norfleet R. Turner, ley Chisholm, of New York first tribute for upholding those ki, Tenn. who is the Grand
the national figrres who have Hospital, Washington. D.C.: Atty. Charles M. Crump, Rob- black woman elected to the, highest traditions known as the,Worthy Counselor for the State
,been invited to participate in Dr. Bert Phillips, Cuber As- ert M. Wilkinson, miss Allyce United States Congress; Geor-I American way of Life."
of Tennessee. All Typhias and
of
pastor
the March.
Clanthe's are urged to attend
the
is
Julian
Lawson
Rev.
Representative
State
Rutherford,
D.C.;
gia
T.
Samuel
Washington,
Nelson,
sociates,
Methodist this service. The public is inUnited
JOHNNY PARRETT
MAURICE HULON
All citizens are urged to Dr Charles B. Wilkinson. Exe- Charles E. Peppers, and Rev. Bond: Charlie Sifford, profes-I Centenary
vited,
sional golfer of Los Angeles. 1Church.
cutive Director the Greater D. S. Cunningham.
participate.
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MECHANICS WANTED

Greenwood CMF Plans

Knoxville
College Grad

Perm:tr.: Position, Croup Life and Hospital Benefits. Piiri
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me- •
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

pot

Is Dead At 66

The men of Greenwood chairman of Men's Day; Mr.
C.M.E. Church will observe Lonnie Sullivan, co-chairman;
KNOXVILLE — Knoxville
their annual Men's Day on M. D. McCoy, program chairCollege was recently notified
Sunday. March 23. The 11 o'- man; the Rev. J. D. Atwater,
of the death of o n e of it's
clock speaker will be the Rev. minister.
graduates, Dr. T. B. BiggerA. E. McWilliams, dean of instaff, age 66. Dr. Biggerstall
struction at Mississippi induswas a dentist who was active
trial College in Holly Springs,
EXCELLENT LOCATION, SEATS 20
in many Civil Rights a ad
Miss. Rev. Williams will be
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED. CAN
medical groups.
Introduced by Rev. J. D. AtNET
$3,000 A MONTH.LOW RENT.
water.
A graduate of the class of
Complete
For
REASON FOR SELLING
ILLNESS
be
will
speaker
o'clock
4
The
with
the
worked
had
he
1921.
Quality Service, Local
TOTAL PRICE $5,900
Mr. Oliver Johnson, Jr., who
NAACP, the Congress of Racial
will be introduced by Mr.
Equality, the Northside NeighLong Distant and
I WILL FINANCE BALANCE,
Charles Ryans of Metropoliborhood Association, and the
Storage,
JohnMr.
Church.
Baptist
tan
AFTER REASONABLE DOWN -PAYMENT
Committee on Religion and
son grew up in the Greenwood
Call 527-5297 for
Human Rights in Lexington
Sunday School and church.
for many years. He founded the
FreeEstimates
He is now the General SuperinLexington - Fayette County
tendent of the Sunday School E-Z Storage & Van Co.
Urban League, and served es
Chairman of the Board of
and
493 S. Main St.
a member of the board of the
Christian Education.
Second Street Y. MC. A.
PH 276.5214
W. 61101111
After graduating from HamDr. Iiingerstaff was a native
Johnson
Mr.
School,
High
ilton
if Richmond, Kentucky, and
matriculated at A&I State
received his DDS degree from
WINNER — The Fr e edonis
KODAK'S
tion (RBOC. James H. Blow (center), genin Nashville for his
University
Nashville's Meharry Medical
Foundation's economic education awar d,
eral manager of RBOC, holds the replica. bachelor's degree.
He later
oLlege. He belonged to the!
an inscribed replica of the large medallion,
At right is Frederic S. Welsh, Kodak vice
the master's degree
earned
Blue Grass Medical Society,
was presented to Eastman Kodak Company
president for Corporate Relations, who acopp00011NN&
from the same institution. He
he John A. Andrew Clinical
for its role in fostering minority-owned
cepted the award for Kodak; left, Charles
has done further study at the
Society, the Chicago Dental
businesses in Rochester, N.Y. Through the
P Adams, RBOC's administrative eagleUniversity of Tennessee in
Rochester Business Opportunities Corpora.
Society, and the National DenLint.
'
WOW PIT BAR
Knoxville.
tal Association.
Mr.
that
unique
rather
is
It
Survivors are his widow,
Johnson was transferred, this
the former Matti. Copeland. at'
term, from the principalship
Knoxville: a son, Dr. Robert
of Lincoln Junior High School
H. Biggerstaff, who is with the
the Principalship of Hamilto
of
Pennsylvania
University
ton High School, his Alma Maat Philadelphia; and three
ter. He is known and admired
daughters: Mrs. Callie B. Dean, NEW YORK — Housing will vealed by the 1980 F. W. Dodge boom in housing will pace an
by the students and his coin
growth
Market
in
construction
construction
increase
total
spark
Construction
Outlook,!
of Berea; Miss Mary Bigger.
1970's and the value of total a special report released today. equal to that of the national workers both educationally and
staff, of Chicago; and Mrs. the
construction is expected to by the Economics Department output during the 1970's," said religiously for his quiet and
Mattie B. Clay, Louisville.
climb to $131.5 billion by 1980— of McGraw-Hill Information Sy- George A. Christie, the com- unassuming manner by which
r................—............
he gets a yob done. The meman increase of 73 per cent over stems Company.
pany's chief economist.
S LAUNDRYIR: milS":1TOEB'S CLEANING
TOEB
...
,7
are
of
bers
lookGreenwood
the $76.2 billion of construction "Just as a depressed housing Looking to 1980, total conIN ma s
COUPON
COUPON •a"
•
1 II%
market caused construction to struction is again expected to ing forward to seeing many of
put into place in 1967.
.
•
r
-•
This preview of the future fall behind total economic keep pace with overall eco- their friends and the friends
a
i••
SWEATERS,
of their speaker on Sunday at
construction market was re- growth during the sixties, a nomic growth.
▪
SKIRTS, PANTS
1
1
IL:ifLOE8114ZZERED
4 p.m.
LOEB-CLEAPIED
▪ 0
Arthur Thompson is general
,&DRESSES, SUITS,
lott,
A—
4 SHIRTS
COATS
LDail, ELLAUNDERED
i• _
z a •act
LOEB.CLEARED
.,•
w ITI4 THIS COUPON
•,e
II
WITH THIS COUPON
111,111•1111 11111 •11111111•111•11111111• 111•11 111•11••11111•••• 111 •111•11••111111•11
The Memphis chapter of the
1"
Lane College Alumni AssociaEBS CLEANING
BAR-B-Q
hold its regular
LOEB'S
tion will
E
.
IMMO
TITAISSII PIT PAR-8-0
COUPON ••.
••
COUPON •
monthly meeting at the CME
•
Publishing House at Humber
11 0
•
2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
•
•
and S. Parkway East on Satur••
SWEATERS
G •• VI' Buy one $1.85 Loeb 6-pack— 14•
lot!!
day, March 22, at 7 p.m.
LOEB-CLEANED
•••I iGet one 50t pt. Loeb BBQ Beans •
graduates and former
All
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
f, • f2 -COATS
.
student of Lane College are
Clinton Price, 80, of 2421
lo▪ gs
o • MI21
111
meeting.
LOEBMANED
the
asked to attend
.•
,11
Douglass St. was burned to
R
WITH THIS COUPON
•
WITH THIS COUPON
,K
death at 12:41 a.m. Sunday when
•••••••••••••••••••••••
his home caught fire and set
fire to houses on each side of
his.
Mr. Price was partially disLOEB'S
abled, and could not move
PIT IAS-J-Q
around at a normal pace.
(Continued From Page 11
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pritchard lived in the house in
bond was set at $5,000 by Judge
the rear of Mr. Price but were
Bernie Weinman.
not at home at the time of thei
At 6:35 p.m. on Saturday,
not home at the time the blazei
SlaughtBerry
Green
15,
March
started.
Willie
er, 36, a cousin of
His death has been listed as
Slaughter, was involved in an
accidental.
game
dice
a
argument during
at 449 Vance, Apt. 2, and was
stabbed in the chest by Joe
Mims, 32, who fled after the PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE the modern way with attractive
incident. Slaughter lived in
PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER
apartment at 449 custom-made plastic covers from
another
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Branch,
Memphis.
CO., 2857 Summer Ave. in
Vance.
An hour later in the Orange pictured above with their young son Gordon, use these convenient
Mound area, John Henry Mc
the furniture in their lovely home at 2855
Zanone, zip-on covers to protect
Ginnies. 46, of 2431
tear of everyday use. We offer you a choice
was shot to death at 2486 Cam- Nathan from the wear and
NEI 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-MR. Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
'MIS IS ONE HORS REASON Whir MOW,AND NOSS PEOPLI 111/Y PROM aCR APPLIANca
es after be became involved in of clear plastic or one of the new color tints now available. Covers are
The Lome& Mork Of
an argument with a longtime cut and fitted in your own home with craftsmanship and material
ihe sm.:heloele&e, 1
[
OfIll OAT MU
Pewer,
I
II Sadie Illepagehed
"
4"18111
t -.1T4glefeer• Per& &
acquaintance, Nathaniel Gunn,
Ionia Trost.
PROTECTIVE
lehl-leheole
from
estimate
free
a
for
452-6541
Call
,
guaranteed.
hemeneemmemm
'wool&
45, of 759 Josephine. The murgo 14,0,,,,*
1
V i Toon &Mom
I
available,
WIP1.0,11
04
1 NoriNg alempAle Awn
terms
Budget
Order by Plow
we
Ave.
*woke
Summer
/ P.m
Awn,
WO Gm*.Camp
der scene was a service station. PLASTIC COVER CO., 2857
Dee Ow II Teem '
TO NM TOW
Mae The helL
leamealeeke Ildhser
Pelligheles
•
—
Witnesses were reluctant to BankAmericard accepted.
Ace Aplionce Co. Exclusive Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
talk, but it was thought that
the victim pulled the knife in
Purchase of Either Frioidaire Washee or Dryer
a playful mood, and Gunn began backing up, and then
shot McGinnies once in the
chest.
When officers arrived, they
found a knife lying on the
ground near the victim's body.
Gunn appeared before Judgt
Weinman in City Court Monday
Why Sacrifice Qualitij, When You Can
morning and his bond was set
FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
.Get
at $1.000.
A ieenager was in serious
dyt AND
condition in John Gaston Hosfligidair• lin. Automatic Dryer
pital after having been shot
No
twice by a person who is known!
police!
Paym•nt
and being sought by
He was shot once in the neck!
T I
and once in the stomach dur-i
ing a minor argument.
Jun• 69
Police said the bullet wound
serious,
too
not
in the neck was
but the stomach wound was exBourbon Drinkers
tensive and critical_
emesseasnr ACM*WIWI*
your time has come.
140019.WAN SNOINCIEST
Kentucky Tavern offers you
I*TSAR SIIVICS sad PARTS ,
NO CRANK
an outstanding new value.
fad Ma soma 404 PARTE
NO 01A14111
3,4 TIAR WWIsad PARTS
140 CNARGI
Still the same fine tradition.
140 CHARON
ash TVA* snvtcs awl Pars
Still the Same 8 year old quality.
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Lane's Graduates

businessman, are co-chairmen
of the development fund.
Mr. Johnson told the luncheon group that a $351,000 federal grant to the college will
help kickoff the drive.
Also at the luncheon were
members of the college's institutional committee composed
of representatives from administration. faculty and student
body.
The board of development is
composed of businessmen and
civic leaders.
When the goal is reached,
LeMoyne-Owen will be able to
erect a new science and mathematics learning center at it
cost of $1.300.000, refurbish arid
air condition Steele Hall. $100,001) refurbish Brownlee Hall.
$30,000, and purchase necessary fixtures and equipment,
$178.000.
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University Prof Gives Police Barret's Chapel Girl
Training In Human Relations Wins Honors In 4-H
NOTRE DAME, Ind.
Al The police took Bella up on; "The policeman's lot," Bella
police officer comes abreast of his offer and put him to work notes, "is not easy. The white
the driver's side of the car be organizing six hours of instruc- Community sends him as its
has just pulled to the curb and tion during rookie training. 'ambassador' to cope with the
says to the Negro at the wheel, "My first question before every problems of the ghetto, and
"Let's see your license, boy." class," Bella said, 'Ts 'How police are caught in the mid"If you act like a boy, "I'll many in this room feel they dle. Their actions are resented
cense, call me 'sir'," the Negro have prejudices? Raise your and misinterpreted. It would
responds angrily.
hand.' Every hand goes up — not be unnatural if they were
"If you act like a boy, "Ill including mine — and the ba- to feel emotionally involved,
call you one. Let's see your li- sis for dialogue is established." frustrated, and unappreciated."
cense."
Basically, Bella tries to give Bella, however, does see light
"If you want to see my li- the young policemen an under- at the end of the tunnel. "The
cense, call me 'sir'."
standing of minority group feel- overwhelming majority of poAlthough few would deny ings, a sense of how prejudices licemen have open minds;
this abrasive exchange could are formed, and the basis for they are not rejecting this kind
take place in many American a human relations approach to of training. They want to uncities, in this case both persons problem solving.
derstand themselves, gain inwere South Bend rookie police- He avoids the lecture ap- sight into their own prejudicmen, and their confrontation proach, and in addition to the,es."
took place in a classroom role-playing device he has Last January, Bella received
where both were "role play- found one of the most effective an award from the South Bend
ing" for the benefit of human presentations about prejudice police department, but more
relations training.
Is not his, but that of his 9- important to him than the offiThe man leading the discus- year old daughter, Jennifer. cial praise on his plaque is
sion analyzing the incident was While testing some portable this comment in a letter sent
Dr. Salvatore J. Bella, Jesse videotape
some him by one of his rookie stuapparatus
Jones professor of management months ago, Bella taped a con- dents: "Your talks have given
at the University of Notre versation at home with Jenni- me a lot to think about. There
Dame. Saddened by the riots fer. Quite by accident, the con- are still a lot of things I don't
in 1967, Dr. Bella pondered versation turned to the subject understand about overcoming
discrimination
personal
what he could personally do of racial prejudice, and Jenni-1 my
and then walked into the South fer's child-like but dead-righti against other people . . . but
Bend police station to volun- comments bring silence to thel you were able to answer a lot
teer his services in human re- classroom when Bella plays,of questions I've had for a long
time."
lations training.
the tape back.

DEBORAH DAVIS

not just limited to 4-H Club
work. She does very outstanding
schoolwork making the academic honor roll each sixweeks with an average of about
193.5. She holds an office in
each club she is a member of.
These include: the Student
Government Organization, the
Future Business Leaders of
America, the Gracious Ladies
Social Club, and a newly organized community club.
She attends the Paradise
Church of God In Christ where
she teaches a Sunday School
class of Beginners, is secretary of the junior Choir and
was secretary of a Youth organization for
two
years.
Deborah resides with her parents, Elder and Mrs. James R.
Davis Sr. at 8472 Ellis Road.
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PRIME
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SOUTHLAND

39c
450

SAVINGS
ON
ALL

PIECE LB.
-Achievement- is one of the
BY THE
best parts of the 4-H Club,
and one of my greatest achieveSLICED LB.
ments is new knowledge, skills
and attitudes through real-life
SOUTHLAND
MAKES YOU LOOK
experiences."
This statement was made
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
by Deborah Davis, a newly
initiated member of the Ten- ;
nessee 4-H Honor Club. Membership of the Honor Club is
awarded to 4-H'ers in recognition of outstanding contributions to 4-H Club work AT YOUR DRUGGIST
through the development of
citizenship. leadership and community services
Upon entering the Honor Club
one receives a framed certificate, the 4-H Key and Life
Membership in the 4-H Key
Club. The 'key' is mounted
JACKSON, Miss.—The Na- Rather, she said, "it is to as- 1
on a gold charm bracelet for
tional Education Association sure the best education Ptaa-I The St. Jude Baptist Church girls and a gold tie pin for
last week announced support of sible under the conditions
Sunday School Parent and boys with their name and the
the 25 teachers and 27 aides Coahoma County by requiringi Teacher Night will be held on year engraved on the back.
terminated by the Coahoma the Board of Education to up- 1 Sunday, March 23, at 6 p. m. Deborah, president of the
County sch
school district when hold its Constitutional obliga-'The church is located at 853 E. Barret's Chapel 4-H Club,
I Trigg.
federal funds were cut off for tions."
Arlington, Tennessee, was also
failure to comply with desegre- The school system received
recently initiated into the Disgation guidelines.
All-Stars, attended
I
on May 10, 1968, a final HEW William Davis is superinten- trict
The teachers — all black have decision that it was not in dent of the Sunday School, Rev. 4-H State Congress in Nash11 .1
ville last year, and was a
remained in the classroom complaince with desegregation James White is the minister.
DEPARTMENT
STORES
member of the 1968 Home
voluntarily despite loss of a guidelines. On November 24,
xesoiialtiox ix modetxtuttaiel
Economics Judging Team.
temporary restraining order 1968, the system was notified
She has completed 19 units
seeking immediate reinstate- in a letter dated five days
of work in the areas of: Foodsment.
earlier, that federal funds
Nutrition, Food-Preservation,
To enable the NEA to bear would terminate on DecemBreads, Clothing, Horticulture,
its full national influence, ber 19. But the school system.
Plant Science, Public Speaking,i
the DuShane Emergency Fund according to Superintendent
aa
Camp, Home Economics Judg-i
announced it will intervene in Paul Hunter, kept the Title I
ing, J r . Leadership, and
a suit of the Mississippi Teach- teachers and aides on the local,
received
She
Achievement.
ers Association (MTA) seeking payroll until February 14, 1969,,
reinstatement of the teachers in hopes the federal govern- The Willing Workers Club county medals in Foods-Nuthrough desegregation of the ment would review the de- will hold its regular meeting trition, Con se rvation and
on Wednesday, March 26, at Breads; and a medal and
MississiMai Delta school sys- cision to terminate funds.
tem.
Originally( 35 teachers in- the home of Mrs. John Gentry trophy in Foods-Preservation;
Mrs. Mary Ann Scott, Direc- eluding 2 white-27 aides, and of 1370 Marechalneil st. in the plus cash 'awards in various
community, projects.
Mound
tor of the DuShane Fund, an- three janitors were terminated Orange
But Deborah's interests are
nounced 98,000.00 in grants to upon loss of funds. The jam- All members are asked to be
be distributed to the teachers a tors were cut from the payroll present.
HANDCRAFTED
weeks of March. Their final I in December. Ten of the teachdinanniversary
club's
WANTED...
paycheck, including summer ers have since accepted jobs The
ner will be held on Saturday,
pay, will carry them to March
Would like to purchase
w ere.
March 29, at 8 p.m. in th e
14. Another $17,000 has been
a
back
bumper for 1965
home of Mrs. Sam Boyd of
set up to provide interest-free
Plymouth Fury #2
Stovall.
2164
bank loans.
phone 276-4137
The
DuShane
Emergency Gr
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presiFund also issued a call nationdent of the club.
DIAG.
ally for grant contributions
172 Sq. In. Picture
to help pay the teachers through
the end of the school year. The
MTA has received $4,000 to
date, including an anonymous The Women's Department
$1,000 from New York. About of the Shelby County Associa$100,000 is needed.
tion held its monthly meeting
The NEA Council for Human at the Mt. Gilliam Baptist
Relations, a group of national Church at 1029 Raymond St.,
• VALIANT
educators, pledged assistance with Mrs. J. C. Austin presid• ROAD RUNNER
to obtain full reinstatement of ing. Great plans were made for
• PLYMOUTH
the teachers and aides. And this year.
• CHRYSLER
the Center for Human Rela- The Rev. L. H. Aldridge was
lions began negotiations with the moderator. Rev. J. D.
• IMPERIAL
1925 UNION•275-1143
the U.S. Department of Health, Jamerson was the best minisEducation and
Welfare to ter.
see that the cut-off Title I ---funds are held in escrow in the ro=Imo MMMMMMMMM MIMI MINI Mil MI WIN I= Ell NM Mil=I VIII OM MilIN NM GNI MIMN NMI NIB1
event the school system does'
desegregate.
The Legislative Commission
and the Federal Relations Division of NEA were asked by
the Council for Human Relations to seek legislative and
administrative remedies "to
insure that all children already
deprived by reason of poverty
and by discriminatory actions
of local officials will not be
further deprived by governmental inaction."
There are 4,700 blacks and
1.100 white students in 13
schools in the Coahoma County
• 20,000 volis of picture power, Handcrafte.
school system. Nine of the
• Deluxe video range tuning system
schools are all-black. There
• Custom "Perma-Set" VHF fine tuning
are 27 black students in the
• 3-stage IF am"., !;x.3" s!)ealzr
four predominantly white attendance centers.
Mrs. Scott, annourcing the
NEA decision, said the "real
issue here is not the reinstatement of the teachers and aides
for their economic benefit."
WITH FREE STAND
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enjoyment of the guests; official opening service at 10 a.m.,
Tuesday, August 5; followed by
a workshop to be conducted
daily. The hosts will present a
local welcoming program and
a youth night feature. Mrs.
Roxie P. Hall of Memphis is
serving as chairman for the
Members of the Executive lanta and Mrs. Lillian W. local program.
The Mississippi Blvd. Chria-i he became Director of HospiBoard of the Connectional Lay- Evans, also of Atlanta, prem. Mrs. Rutha Pegues of Mem- Funeral service was held for Christon, St. Louis, Mo, Mr.
tian Church at 974-978 Missis- tals and Health Services for
men's Organization of the Af- deut Williams gave an expla- phis, chairman of the local ar- Mr. William McChriston Fri- Fred McChriston, Wynne, Arsippi Boulevard is honored and the city of Memphis. On Janrican
M e t hodist Episcopal nation of the scripture read, rangement committee, report- day, March 14, at Parkway kansas, B. T. McChriston and
Headquarters
priviledged to announce that uary 1st of this year he was
housing.
ed
on
Church met in a special ses- Ephesians 4:11-16.
Gardens Presbyterian Church. Roger McChriston of Memphis;
Its Men's Day speaker will be appointed Criminal Court Judge
sion at the Sheraton-Peabody The agenda consisted of for- for the Congress will be at the Officiating were Rev. Ezekiel Emmitt McChriston, Oakland,
for Division Four.
Hotel
in
Sheraton-Peabody
Judge Odell Horton.
Connecfor
the
plans
mulating
Hotel recently.
Bell, minister of the church, Calif., and Frank McChriston
The Men's Day Program will
in
born
with
other
was
downtown
Memphis
Horton
Judge
Mr. J. D. Williams of Kan- tional Laymen Congress which
Rev. Charles Dinkins, Pastor of Chicago, 111.
Bolivar, Tennessee. He receiv- be held at 11:00 a. m. on Sunsas City, Missouri, president will convene in Memphis. Au- local hotels opening their doors First Baptist, Lauderdale, and Other relatives are the wives
ed his A. B. Degree in English day, March 23rd. All are welof the approximately one-mil- gust 4-9. The body approved t3 accomodate the thousands Rev. Elmer Martin, Pastor, of the six brothers, Mrs. Mcto
attend
of
delegates
expected
and political science from come to attend the service.
lion members Lay Organiza- the following outline for proSt. Andrews AME Church. Christon's sister and brother
WILLIAM MeCHRLSTON
College in 1951.
Morehouse
tion, presided over the one motion of the five days meet- the confab.
Miss E. Debush and Mrs. Eltie
Other business transacted in- Mae Bell were also on the pro- Mrs. LaRaine Simms of Los
In 1956 he graduated from
day session. Following the de- ing.
and
Mr.
MarAngeles, Calif.,
Howard University with a Law
votion which featured Mrs. An Executive Board Meeting cluded adopting of hotel rates gram.
mon P. Lewis, San Francisco,
Degree. He came to Memphis
Myrtle B. Henry of New Or- at 4 p.m., Monday, August 4, for the occasion, a registra- Mr. McChriston was born in California. Other out of town
in June of 1957 and practiced
leans, Mr. W. A. Edge of At- a special feature that night for tion fee, banquet accomoda- Winona, Mississippi, to the late relatives are Fred McChriston,
tions, and appointing of comlaw until April, 1962 at which
Frank McChris- Jr., Cincinnati Ohio, Everett
mittee chairman tor the meet- Mr. and Mrs.
family Lewis, San Francisco, Calif., The Women's Fellowship of time he went into the United
his
with
moved
ton.
He
ing. Theme selected is, "AME
Harrel C Moore Realty
Arkansas, where and Frank Aldridge, Pine Bluff Second Congregational Church States Attorney's office.
Laymen In An Area of Tran- to Wynne.
active members Arkansas.
became
they
will meet at the home of Mrs.' Be served in this capacity
sition" (Heart Transplant or
when
Church.
AME
Bethel
in
Althea
Price of 825 Walker ave. until December 31, 1967
Face Lift).
attended
the
public
on Sunday, March 23, at 5 p.m.
The board also went on rec- He
Wynne, Arkansas
Mrs. Bessie Walker, the chapord of providing a place for all schools of
We Buy Old Houses,
lain, will lead in the worship
departmental heads of the and Memphis.
active duty in
service; Mrs. Mamie Taylor,
church to present their depart- Prior to his
Vacant Lots.
European-African
Theatre
the
the
newly-elected
president,
ment. Special place and time
.of World War II, he was emwill preside.
will be available.
LAIMPIIY• C110.0111
American Finish.
Call Me Today!
The Rev. John Charles MicReports were made in varied ployed at the
4
Company.
kle
is
pastor
of
the
church.
areas of church work by Dr.,
his return to Memphis,
Upon
Birmingof
W. C. Matherson of
h
the Vet- The District Missionaries
emas plo yed
. b
ham, president of the lay or- e w
the Christian Methodist Epis603 So. Parkway E
Aam
erans
!ganization in Alabama; Miss
Church will hold their ancopal
death.
until
his
remained
Christine Brogdom of Detroit, there
in the publishing house
tea
nual
and faithful
Parkdirector of Lay Activities; Mrs. He was a devoted
twen- of the CME Church on
than
more
for
employee
Beulah Singleton of New OrMarch 30, beSunday,
way
on
leans. Eighth District presi- ty-five years.
Gardens ginning at 4.
dent and Mr. J. W. Clarke of He joined Parkway
with his Special music for the proChurch
Presbyterian
EXTRA SPECIAL COUPONS
Memphis, host president.
served gram will be sung by the Schowere joined family in 1958, and has
Board
members
CLEANING and LAUNDRY!
on
......
capacities.
la Cantorium of Douglass High
........
by local lay workers in dis- in varied
ANING COO
COUPONn
RY
MarMrs.
wife,
his
leaves
School under the direction of
cussing and formulating the He
two Omar Robinson, Jr. The public A seminar on detailing conMcChriston,
Lewis
guerite
Ladies'
'
:to,
DRESSES
SHIRTS
, plans. In attendance other than
crete structures will be pre..... :those already mentioned were sons, William and Charles Mc- is invited to the tea.
sented
April
by
the
5-May
24
12 Spacious Rooms Community Bath & Shower
sisters, Mrs. He
5 $109
".
............. Mr. H. H. Glass of Kansas Christon; two
of the
and Mrs. Mrs. T. Downey is chairman Division of Technology
Memphis
Neale
of
A.
or.
"p..
Shopping
Convenient To Dowrtown
............. City, Missouri, secretary; Mrs. Autry Aldridge, Wynne, Ark. of the tea, and Mrs. L. Strong, Herff College of Engineering
t'
f
ood only e;"1""
Good only at
of
Homestead,
Lynn
Murry
at
Memphis
State
University.
& Bus Iran. For All Points
HURLBURT'St
I
Six brothers, Mr. Eugene Mc- president of the district.
.........
I JLORIDA BRANCH
-FLORIDA BRANCH
Norris Gabriel, instructor in
..... Pennsylvania, treasurer; Mr.
' C. S. McMillan of Dallas; Mr.
technology, will coordinate the
CALL OR WRITE 527-8796
R. F. Parrish, Mrs. Hattie
eight-session course designed
LIANINO COUPONMII
Harrison, G. C. Brown, R. L.
Bryant Williams Sr. 450 Linden Ave. Memphis Tenn 38126
for persons working with reMen's SUITS
PANTS a SLACKS
Duncan, Mrs. Alma F. Bowen, Noah
inforced concrete structures.
*
;
5
,
W. 0. Brooks of Millington.
••
the NCAA Eastern regional.
Tennessee; Mrs. Bertie L. DeClasses will be held from 8-11:3
coup••
.044
0
Lyes, Tulsa, Oklahoma;
i.
Good only at
Goad only at
a.m.
on
Saturday
in
the
InREAD THIS STRANGE— TRUE STORY WHAT PRAYER AND
Mr.
HURLBURT•S
HURLBURT'S
and Mrs. C. A. Purnell of Bat.
dustrial Arts Building room 124.
_FLORIDA BRANr.H
REV. COSTONIE DID FOR ME — SAYS:
_ FL OR i D A BRANCH -1
on R3uge, Louisiana, Mr. Sel-'
The
the
seminar,
a
project
of
fiat
- ::31#1111Kii:inallatallMMIlk. !..411111::01#1464.1110116:
where
ma Bradley of Quincey, Flori. Warner Temple A. M. E. returned to Memphis
ROBERT POWELL
Technical
Tennessee S t ate
Church at 917 Mississippi he has been employed as a Services
Zion
l
Tallaof
Johnson
Samuel
da,
Program, is being
4359 So. MARTIN LUTHER KNIG DRIVE
NO LIMIT ON QUANTITY
hassee. Florida; Mr. J. C. Mc-Blvd. on March 30, will pre- junior high school teacher in presented through the DepartBut Coupons Myst be Presented Witti Garments-.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
He
County
since
1955.
Shelby
W.
Bond,
Kinney of Washington, D. C., sent in concert Noah
I hod a strange, difficult
eNtermar-'-•••‘---has also held the job of organist ment of Conferences and InstiAttorney J. H. Raby of Wash. at 7:00 p. m.
tutes.
problem. After trying several
Methodist
Church
Centenary
for
tenor
soloist,
is
Bond,
Mr.
ington; Mr. L. G. Spratt of
preessional people here, I de.
Dr. H. a native Memphian. He receiv- and is presently employed as
Brimingham, also
iciaed to seek help in another
ed most of his training under organist for the J. C. Martin
secretary-treasRalph Jackson.
'city; same disappointments.
the late Harriet Taylor Dyer, Chorus, Martin Temple C.M.E.
DepartSalary
urer,
Minimun
A friend told me to try proyer
John- of Houston, Texas, and Little Church.
Ezra
the
Rev.
ment
and
.ortd REV. COSTONIE. I did
His vocal experience has I
son Administrative Assistant to Rock, Ark.
and in one week, after years of
P. He studied voice for a num- been numerous concerts
with
E.
Jackson,
along
Dr.
failure, REV. COSTONIE solvWallace, director of Public ber of years and received throughout the mid-southern
ed my problem - that meant a
numerous awards during his and mid-western states. Most
Relations,
Owls sum of money to me.
high school and college years. notable in the city have been
Anyone with money, marital
He attracted the attention of appearances as vocalist at
or business problems should
the officers of the general Rock of Ages and Middle Bapse• this man, 927 East 47th
board of the National Baptist tist churches iuid a least of
Street. Do like I did. Call for
Convention and was awarded other churches in the city of
on appointment, WA 4.4969 or
a four year scholarship to Memphis and Shelby county.
write to him.
R abort Powell
Bishop College where he studi- Mr. Bond also studied under
ed and received the Bachelor Miss Ruby Brown, Audrey
Branch Hall, Mark Thomas,
of Science Degree in 1955.
SEE AND PLAY
Thomas, and Benjamin
Bishop,
he
Shelby
attending
While
927 E. 47th ,STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
was vocal tenor soloist for two McClain (classics and theory).
•
I Annual Women's Day will be years and piano-accompanist and studied choral and piano
TV'S NEWEST GAME
techniques at the University of
celebrated at the St. John , for four years.
Baptist Church on Vance ave. Upon graduation Mr. Bond Michigan in Lansing, Michigan.
on Sunday, March 23.
Giving the special message
at the 3:15 p. m. program
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
will be Mrs. Juanita Turner,:
who has given If her time,1
talents and resources to the
upgrading of the church and
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
community for many years.
Place Your Order Now
Mrs. Bertha Estes is general
chairman of Women's Day,
For Individuals And Groups
and Mrs. Martha Gladney coCALL. WRITE or WIRE
chairman.
Other committee chairmen
CUSTOM
TAILORS
1240 WILSON
are Miss Mary Boyd, program;
Mrs. Carrie Scott, finance;
Mrs. Leatha Simms, speakers;
114C.
Mrs. Pearl Clark% general secMrs. Valness
retary;
and
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
Moore, publicity.
Mt
OM'S
Memphis.
The public is invited to all
'YOU* Compeer Mikis Whet roe Ask fee And
of the services of the day. The
Geese Whet Yee Think Or
367 union
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is
527-4471
minister of the church.
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Bond Will Sing
In Concert March 30

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
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MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets
PLASTIC

COVERS of AMERICA
PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE
With Custom Made Plastic Furniture Covers
of F:nest Quality Sanitized Treated Vinyl Plastic.
Crystal Clear — or your choic• of Full Zippers.
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Plus...Now
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$1 Cash. More Winners
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Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
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your FREE Game Card at ....

FREE
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Hi-Y Basketball Meet
Scheduled At Glenview

New Members Inducted
Seek Peace Into Tharpe Society

Shoe Firms

The Glenview YMCA at 1251 view MI-If team and
Mitchell
S. Willett will begin its annual Rd. HI-Y team.
HI-V basicetball tournament on The South Side HI-Y team,
Monday March 24. Tourna. coached by their club advisor.
Lail Williams, fielded the only
meat action will continue all-freshman team
in
through Friday March 28, 1969. year's league. They're a this
great
The Glenview YMCA 111-Y bunch,'
league play WaS paced by the The 1968-1969 H I A'
league
team from Mitchell Rd. High saw fine play from
many parSchool, with the club advisor, ticipants. Some were Larry
Jatnes Payton, serving as the Odell, Hugh Manus, Melvin
coach. First place position was Woods, Bruce Taylor,
James
hotly contested between the, Golden, R. Barker and George
Melrose HI-V team, the Glen-[ Cook.

An induction ceremony for Theresia Mull, Carolyn Parker,
the F. E. Tharpe Honor Society Jacqueline
Partee, Warrine
was held on Friday morning, Pigram, Jesse Riley, Charlotte
March 7, in the Caldwell Ele- Smith, Mona Smith, Robert
mentary
School cafetorium. Stephen and Georyry Stewart.
The organization is named And Joseph Crittenden, Dorofor Miss Frances E. Tharpe, thy Glen n, Lillie Harwell,
a fourth grade teacher at the Joseph Kelly, Romona Stewart,
school, and its purpose is to Renita Thomas, Tanna Walton,
create an enthusiasm f o rl Kenneth White, Earl Williams,
superior scholarship, to develop Elois Williams, James Williams,
However they denouced the citizenship, to stimulate a deDonna Nelson, Gloria Perry,
IAAF plan to strip trademarks sire to serve, to promote leaderPhillis Porter, Dennis Ross,
from racing shoes worn in in- ship, and to instill exemplary
Tracey Shot well, Michael
ellatA
ternational meets
qualities of character in the Smith, Joanne Starks, Cheryl
pupils of grades three through Spencer and Iola Stewart.
LOAN OFFICE
.Adidas and Puma, Bavarian six.
members
a re
Quiescent
firms which produce about 90 The program included an
162-164461 SEALE ST.
Robert Banks, Thomas Boum,
per cent of the shoes used by Invocation by Frank Anderson, Shirley Brown, Donald Guyton,
major track and field stars, Jr.. presentation by Herbert
MONEY TO LOAN
Pearlie Kendricks, Rosie Simpwarned they would no longer Jackson, an inspirational talk
son, Billy Winfield, Deborah
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
equip amateur athletic teams by the principal, Herbert W.
Bedford, Jacqueline Boyland,
with free footwear nor would Robinson, Jr., induction by Linda
Egerson, Susie HuddlesNO LOAN TOO LARGE
they manufacture the unla- Mrs. E. B. Thompson, and
Cheryl Phillips and Larry
ton,
belled white shoes the IAAF recognition of visitors by Gen.
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Taylor.
who like basketball, a film festival, club
THIRD ANNIVERSAY — The Goodwill
now demands
Holland.
Advisers are Mrs. Billye
election,
ice
cream
ave.
is
observing
supper,
a
yo-yo-contest
903
Walker
Boys'
Club
at
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
The firms threatened to go Music was sung by the Cald- Mavv,,eather and Mrs. Ella
and end with Awards and recognition Day.
its third anniversary from March 15-22
under
well
Elementary
choir
Here members of the club are seen playing to court if the IAAF bans the direction of Mrs. Mary B. Thompson. Mrs. Janet Henand is known as Boys Club Week. It will inALL LOANS &INTIM:VIM JA 64450
labels on shoes but permits
son is school counselor.
a relaxed game of Bingo.
clude a League of Champions for older boys
T. Jones and Mrs. Juanita
them on other equipment.
Lewis.
were Barbara
Inductees
Brown, p r esident; Herbert
Jackson, vice president; Marilyn French, secretary; Deborah
Ingram, assistant secretary;
Jennifer Dodson, treasurer;
Lois Mull, assistant treasurer;
Kim Adams, Frank Anderson, Annual Women's Day will
George Anderson, Otis Ander- be observed at the St. Matthew
Baptist Church at 643 Wicks
The tenth annual "Miss Miss Annette Marie Cherry, daughter of Mrs. Jenenette son, Rickey Anderson, Evelyn!ave. on Sunday. March 23, and
Barton,
Janice
Bedford,
Law-I
Bronze West Tennessee Pageant' Savannah; and Miss Barbara Merriweather of Bells. She
the guest speaker at the pro, will be presented on the stage Bonds, Miss Dora Coleman, attends Central High School rence Bins, Janice Brown, gram for 3 p. m. will be Miss
I at Merry High School Audi- and Miss Carolyn Faye Glenn, in Alamo where she is an honor Barbara Davis. LaNease Dick- Erma Clanton, a member of
torium, Friday, March 28, at Humboldt; Miss Mary E. Bond student and wears the crown of ens, R a y Dickens, Michael
t h e St. John Baptist Church
7:30 p. m.
and Miss Oburla Williamson, "Miss Central" and honor she Douglas, Rosie Dodson, Bertha
and the Melrose High School
Fullwiley,
Janey
Forrest,
Marie
Denmark.
has held for two years. She
Twenty attractive and talentFaculty. The public is invited.
Brown
and
Michael
Clark.
ed high school senior girls from The nine entries from Jack- will also do a vocal.
Also Evelyn Cole, Arlynn Mrs. Mamie Bridgeforth is
the West Tennessee area will son are: Misses Barbara Beas- In the dramatic division are Davis, Leon Gary, Rhoda John- general chairman, and Mrs.
appear, competing for a $300 ley, Rose Marie Burns, Marcia Miss Sylvia Theresa Floyd. son, Brenda Knox, Mamie Della M. Robinson is publicity
scholarship to the college of Lynn Cherry„ Edna Wayne 17 year old daughter of Mr Knox, Howard Lane, Diane chairm an.
her choice. The WJAK $100 Corner, Linda D. Hyma n, and Mrs. Otis Floyd of Selmer; McCracken, Carolyn Maddrie. The Rev. H. H. Harper is
scholarship will be presented Eunice
Merriweather, Sonji Miss Doria Anderson, 17 year Delois Martin, Doris Mathews, minister of the church.
, to the first runner-up. The M. Neal, Miss Constance Robin- old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
five finalists will receive gifts son, and Miss Marie Yvonne Willie Polk of Bolivar; and Miss
Glenn, 17 year old daughter of a vocal selection. also displaySlack.
from Jackson merchants.
Diane Kinnon, 17 year old daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Glenn ing her talent with a vocal will
The pageant, sponsored by The winner will be crowned ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. will enter the vocal division be Miss Sonji Neal. 17 year old
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, by Miss Thelma Jane Hall James T. Bond of Brownasille. while Miss Coleman, daughter daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Inc. is produced by Mrs. Anna "Miss Bronze '68" who is pre- Miss Floyd attends Central of Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Coleman Neal II of Jackson. She is a
L. Cooke, assisted by Mrs. sently enrolled as a freshman High in Savanah where she is of Humboldt enters the dra- senior at Merry where she is a
I Vernon Cathey, Mrs. Ophelia at Jackson State Community one of the editors of the senior matics division. All are seniors member of the Student Council
Slack
Mrs. Vernice Peek, College.
yearbook. Miss Anderson is a at Stigall High School.
•
and assistant editor of t h e
and Johnny Rodgers. M r s Miss Johnson is the 17 year senior at Allen-White High
newspaper staff.
Miss
Mary
Bond,
17
year
Jaunita Ballard is president of old daughter of Mr. and MrQ where she is an honor student,
old
daughter
of
Mrs.
Mattie
Miss Robinson, 17 year old
the sorority.
Hal Johnson of Alamo. A senior and Miss Kinnon is a senior Hardin of Denmark and Mr. daughter of Mr. and M r s.
Entries include Miss Martha at Central High School, she at Haywood County high Willie R. Bond will display James Robinson is also a
Johnson, Alamo; Miss Claudet- participates in the glee club School where she was crowned her talent on the piano. She Merry senior where she is an
te Bonds, Bells; Miss Sylvia and many other club activities "Miss Southern Bell, 1968."
wears the title of "Miss West honor student, editor of the
, Theresa Floyd, Selmer; Miss She will also give a vocal selec- Miss Barbara Bonds, -IR. High" and is a top honor stu- yearbook, voted most likely to
Doria Anderson, Bolivar; Miss tion.
year-old daughter of Mr. and dent. Miss Oburla
succeed by her classmates, and
Diane
Kinnon, Brownsville;' Miss C. Bonds is the 17 year Mrs. Fletcher Bonds and Miss 18 year old daughter of Mr. was cited as BIG JACK stuand Mrs. Savanah Williamson, dent of the week by WJAK
also of Denmark, is a senior Radio. She enters with a draat Northside High. She will matic reading.
give a dramatic presentation. Miss Maria Slack, 18 year
Piano again will be the talent old senior at Merry is t h e
featured by Miss Annette Cher- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walry, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. ter Slack of Jackson. She wears
Jack Cherry of Savanah. She the title of "Miss Debutante"
is a senior at Central High and will feature a dance as
where she is one of the editors her talent.
of the senior yearbook. She is MarkL. Stansbury,
Director
a piano student at Jaco's of Public Relations at
Lane
School of Music in Jackson.
College and former announcer
Another group in the drama- for Radio Station WJAK in Jack
tics area will be Miss Barbara son and WDIA in Memphis,
Beasley, 17 year old daughter will emcee the program.
of Mr. and Mrs, S. W. Beasley; Miss Rose Si. Burns, 17
year old grand-daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Echols; Miss
Marcia Cherry, 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Cherry; Miss Edna Corner, 17
daughter of Mrs. Maxine Caryear old daughter of Mrs..Edna
Corner: and Miss Hyman,
daughter of mrs. Maxine Carroll and Willie D. Hyman, Jr.
A women's chorus has been
Barbara
attends
Jackson organized at the Mt. Gilliam
High where she has participat- Baptist Church at 1029 Rayed in the "Miss Jackson Beauty mond at., and it will be makReview" for two years. Rose ing one of its first guest apis an honor student at East pearances at the Hunter AveHigh where she is presently nue Baptist Church next Sunreigning as "Miss Charm," day, March 23, at 3 p. m.
Marcia attends Merry where Officers of the chorus are
she has shown outstanding par- Mrs. Estella Moody, president;
ticipation in many club activi- Mrs. Katie Williams, vice presities and an honor student. dent; Miss Margaret Lewis,
Edna is an honor student at secretary; Mrs. Bessie ShanEast High here she is school non, treasurer; Mrs. Jessie
la a sera)
reporter of the Jackson Sun Patton, devotion leader; Mrs.
and has held the title of "Miss Vella Hamilton, program chairCharm," Linda is also a school man; Mrs. Gussie Person,
columnist for the Jackson Sun financial secretary; Mrs. Georfor her school, Merry and an gia Grady, director: M r s.
honor student.
Rosianna West. assistant direccomplete,
most
modern
and
SOUTHLAND MALL — the greatest, most
Miss Merriweather, 18 year, tor; Mrs. Lena Harris. manais a senior at West High School ger; Mrs. Ardenia Porter, asmost comfortable shopping center in the entire Mid-South—brings everywhere she wears the title of sistant manager; and Mrs.
selections
to
In
the
50
Thrill
the
big
spring.
and
Easter
for
thing you need
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floretta McNeal, pianist.
stores and shops; enjoy weather-free shopping in our big mall that's
J. B. Merriweather of Jackson Rev. J. D. Jamerson is minis"Miss Tigerett." She will do ter of the church.
always a clear and pleasant 72 degrees; enjoy our easy access, our giant
HERZOGENAURACH, Germany — (UPI) — The two
shoe firms involved in the
controversy of pay-offs to
Olympic athletes said Monday
they are certain a "reasonable solution" can be worked
out with the International
Amateur Athletic Federation.

EPSTEIN

Miss Clanton
To Give Talk

20 Contestants Enter The Tenth
'Miss West Tennessee' Pageant

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

New Women's
Chorus To Sing
At Hunter Ave.

the most of
EVERYTHING
for everyone...for
EASTER

Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)

He made all our lives
a little sweeter.

free parking area,

See Peter Rabbit's Exciting Easter Farm
through the rnegic windows; see Peter Rabbit and his
friends at play. It's open all day, every day until Easter.
Look

Peter Rabbit's Big Sister is Here...
• .. with gifts for boys and girls. She's a real, live, adult-size
rabbit and Is here every Thursday. Friday and Saturday, 1 to 5

p.m. until Easter.

U.S. Highway 51, south, at Shelby Drive—in Whitehaven
Open Evenings ... Free and Easy Parking for 4,000 Cars

Norbert Rillieux began life on a plantation near New Orleans. He was a bright
child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good education,sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expectations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the finest Paris academies.
Hiseducation and trainingbehind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufactured by a slow,primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
expensive luxury that only a few could
afford.
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar,and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process

that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost.The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most famous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans completely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So,he turned to archeology and
spentten yearsdeciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Rillieux sugar process,and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
time applying his process to the sugar
beet. Results: Sugar production costs
were cut in half.
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into out cup
of coffee should remind us of this ingenious American.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
rRoor THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT 6 LOUISVILLE, KY.
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PATRIOTIC BANQUET—Speaking at the annual LincolnDouglass-King Patriotic Banquet held in the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel is Atty. George .BrownH, Jr. seated behind
him at speakers' table, from left, are I. J. Patterson, Mfrs.
Rose S. Porter, general chairman, and I., Raymond 1%
nom, chairman of the board of the Memphis Citiren',
Committee Council.
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The plea of guilty by James Earl Ray last week
and the swift sentencing of 99 years for the assassination of Martin Luther King seemed to mark a satisfactory end of the trial to presiding Judge W. Preston
Battle of Memphis. He told the press "We have not

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

No Action On Urban Crisis
One year after the Kerner
Commission warning, the nation
has drifted "a year closer to being
two societies, black and white, increasingly separate and scarcely
less unequal."
This is the dismal conclusion
reached by a new study released
by the Urban Coalition and Urban
America, Inc., two private, nonprofit organizations. This is an in
depth analysis of what has been
done-and not done-since the Kerner riot report called for broad
changes in national priorities and
policies to meet the problems of the
troubled cities.
It was during the first week
in March, 1968. that the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, headed by former Illinois
Gov. Otto Kerner, made public its
far-ranging report. The 11-member
Presidential Commission, now disbanded, was appointed after rioting rocked Newark, Detroit and
other cities in the summer of 1967.
Since then nothing has been
done, not even on a minimal scale

to reduce tensions and remedy the
abrasive conditions to which the
report had called the nation's attention. Indifference to the solemn
warning that the country was
drifting into two unequal and hostile societies has been attributed to
President Johnson's lack of enthusiasm for the report when the
White House received it a year
ago.
As a result of the Presidential
apathy, the machinery for redressing the grievances that cause a
broad-ranged racial alienation was
never set into motion. This was one
of the regrettable flaws in the
Johnson Administration. It represents a strange anomally, for, no
President in contemporary time has
done more to advance the Negro
closer to the full measure of citizenship than has President Johnson.
The lag on urban reconditioning means that the nation is yet
sitting on a powder-keg which may
explode any day, anytime.

Veto College Probe
The National Governors' Conference wisely rejected a call for a
special investigation of college campus disorders, after top Nixon Administration officials said that the
FBI already is "routinely" looking
into the causes of college riots.
The assurance was given to
the Governors at their mid-winter
meeting by Vice President Spiro
Agnew and Attorney General John
Mitchell. The call for a special investigation "to determine if there is
a nation-wide plan or organization
behind the current outbreaks"
came from Governors Ronald Reagan of California and John Bell
Williams of Mississippi.
Just before the vote, Agnew
made public a letter he had received from the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of the University
of Notre Dame, cautioning against
"repressive legislation or over-reaction" by government to deal with
turmoil on the collegiate front.
Reagan's intransigent attitude is largely responsible for the
continuation of the strife in California's college campuses. Had he

adopted a conciliatory mood, many
of the students' legitimate grievances would have been resolved
long ago and peace would have returned to the embattled California
institutions.
The trouble is that Reagan is
Incapable of understanding the issues involved in the student-faculty confrontation and the tempo
of the time. Of course, no one expects the Governor of backward
Mississippi to possess enough gray
matter to comprehend anything beyond the 8th Grade level of pupil
behavior. As to Father Hesburgh,
who is now busy retreating from
his untenable position on campus
disorders, Notre Dame alumni will
take care of him. The reaction has
already set in which may end in his
removal from the presidency of that
great Catholic University in South
Bend
The Governors demonstrated
that they are far more intelligent
and perceptive than the critics of
student rebellions who are too blind
and dumb to read the sign of the
time.

Union For The Poor
A nation-wide drive to organize poor whites and Negroes into
unions through an alliance of
unions, civil rights and religious
organizations is to begin April 4,
the anniversary of the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
We can think of no memorial
more appropriate to the martyred
civil rights leader than a union in
which all the basic rights of the
poor are galvanized under one
great and all embracing protective
fraternity. Labor unions, nowadays, have taken on the characteristic and attitude of high-society's
private clubs. They pick and choose
their members according to their
whims and fancy.
They have become so powerful
that they can afford to be selective and toss their weight in the
political balance, influence the outcome of a national Presidential election. So, they are no longer interested in the little fish in the small
ponds.
The moment is propitious for
the organization, particularly of
the helpless poor. If to this group
can be added the unorganized civil
rights and religious crusaders, a

•

mighty chorus will be raised on behalf of justice.
The plan was conceived by the
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference after meeting
with key members of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher
Workmen of North America.
If Mr. Abernathy can draw to
this cause experienced and skilled
organizational men, he would succeed beyond ordinary expectation.
His leadership of the Poor March
on Washington and the Resurrection City a year ago had a very unhappy ending. Nothing came out of
the effort but a thirty-day sentence for 300 participants including Dr. Abernathy himself.
Though Dr. Abernathy possesses neither the oratorical gift nor
the challenging power of his illustrious predecessor — Dr. King, Jr.
no one can question his dedication
to the cause of the black people of
America and his moral courage in
the defense of that cause.
A union of the poor under the
auspices of skilled labor organizers
would go a long way toward enlarging the front of the war against
poverty and social injustice.

0

done too badly here for a decadent river town."
This statement by Judge Battle,
self-serving and full of false humility,
is not supported by many other Americans, nor by the widow of Dr. King.
She is convinced that "other fingers"
somehow helped to pull the trigger and
she asked the state and Federal governments to continue probing "until all
who are responsible for this crime have
been apprehended." Mrs. King added:
"Not until then can the conscience of
the nation rest."
DI A RTIN
The trial and the controversy surrounding it may be making headlines and news stories
for many months, and perhaps, years to come. The
interest in this case will not die. The mystery of
King's assassination, however, is no more confounding to me than the mystery of his life.
,
..
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A Point
Of View

Income Tax
When the leaders of the 21st Century read about
our times, I am sure that they will be intrigued, and
Classes Held puzzled, by the life and philosophy of this strange
man who affected the thought and actions of
at Oates Manor black
millions of Americans of every- color and condition.

The North Area Center of Moreover, he stirred the emotions of millions abroad
the YWCA is sponsoring bwho did not know the meaning of a single word he
come Tax Classes on Tuesday
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
spoke.
evenings at 7:30 p. m. in the
Oaths Manor Housing DevelopOver the last decade of his life, I had the opJell him, as if the child hadn't ment Auditorium at 1157 N.
SCHOOL CRAZY
Manassas St. They started on portunity to observe him on many occasions, someThere's a challenging and been learning before, AS if March 18.
times at close range. On most of these occasions, I
provocation article about living were out there and learnschools in the February 8, and ing were in here, and there Persons who would like ex- shared his point of view and understood his objecfinal issue of the Saturday were no connection between thel pert help in filling out forms,
tives. There were, as one might expect, other times
Evening Post. The article,
who would like to learn how
under the -Speak Up" feature two.
when I could not fathom his course.
of the nationally - criculated "Secondly, ( we teach him) to file Income Tax forms in
magazine is entitled "School
general in order to help others,
Whatever any of us may think of Dr. King, his
Is Bad For Children". It's that he cannot be trusted to or who would be curious to find
learn and is no good at it.1
worth reading.
all
Everything we teach about out if he has been refuned
I tragic passing has affected 'the lives of everyone
"School is Bad For Children" reading, a task far simpler the money they are entitled to
was written by a professional than many that the child has are encouraged to attend One among us, young and old, black and white. Certaineducator, John Holt, who for already mastered, says to him or all of the sessions.
ly no black individual today can command the at14 years was a school teacher "If we don't make you read,
taught
are
being
classes
The
tention nor seize the center of the national stage
in New England. In his article you won't and if you don't do
he doesn't leave too much it exactly the way we tell you, by Jim Gaylor, an employe of in
the same relevant way as did this Baptist clergyroom for the presentation of a you can't". In short, he comes Internal Revenue Service here
personal "point of view" from to feel that learning is a pas- in Memphis.
man who divided so much of his time between church
this writer. So. just a few sive process, something that The classes are free a n d and jail.
quotes from what he wrote someone else does to you, in- open to anyone who would like
will be presented here. Then stead of something you do for to attend.
it will up to the reader to form yourself.
In 1966, when Martin Luther King was about
his own point of view:
to receive the Nobel Award at ceremonies at the State
He learns
many
other
makes it clear that he feels
Holt, among other things i things. He learns that to be the whole concept of schools University in Norway, I happened to be in Paris.
writes: "Almost every cli1d,wrong, uncertain, confused, is should be changed . . that they
on the first day he sets foot a crime. Right Answers arel should be more closely related Luck was with me and I was able to fly into Oslo just
in a school building, is smart lwhat the school wants, and and real life. He cites several in time to hear him deliver with surpassing eloquence,
er, more curious, less afraid he learns countless strategies'
instances where school sys-.
of what he doesn't know, bet- for prying these answers out of! tems in Oregon. Washington his famous Nobel Prize speech.
ter at finding and figuring the teacher, for conning her in- and other states are experithings out, more confident, re- to thinking he knows what he menting with the abadonment
Following the historic ceremonies, all those who
sourceful, persistent and in- doesn't know.
of the use of formal school
dependent than he will ever
had
come to Oslo with him gatheren for a family
e earns to dodge, bluff, buildings . . . in which chilbe again in his schoolingfake, cheat. He learns to besuali dren are "bricked in from the celebration in King s suite in the Grand Hotel. The
or unless he is very unu
world". . . and not allowed
and very lucky, for the rest of lazy. He learns to be bored
father and mother ana wife of Dr. King were there
to learn really about it.
to
work
with
a
small
part
of
his life,
his mind, to escape from the
Too many teachers voice the along with other relatives. There were Bayard Rus"In he comes, this curious, reality, around him AMU> dayout-of-date concept when tin and of course. the Rev. Ralph
old,
patient, determined, energetic, dreams and fantasies. . . but
Abernathy and
skillful learner (who has al- not like the fantasies of his pre- they tell children "you'd bet. . youthful looking Andrew Young.
ready learned a lot of most, school years, in which he play. ter learn your lesson now
useful things before he reachesed a very active part. In fact, because you will find it difschool on the first day), we he learns how to pay no atten- ferent when you get out in the
Standing there, no less affected than the others,
sit him down at a desk, and lion to anything going on world". That's where the fault
many teachers, I wondered how it was that this short, half-shy, unlies
.
.
.
too
what do we teach him? Many around him-.
parents, and children talk and
things.
All told, Mr. Holt suggests act as if the school is not in flappable brown man had so touched the hearts and
First, that "1 earning is that schools as we have them the world.
minds of those with whom he lived and worked that
separate from living". -You today are doing more harm
Maybe
it's
time
all
or
us
they felt impelled to tell him, face to face, of their
come to school to learn" we to children than good. He
wake up and find our schools.'

[13@mm

POIT(DM

overwhelming love. Martin, as everyone called him,
was a great orator but we are a race of orators. He
had a great, well trained and disciplined mind, but
so have other blacks I know. How did this little man
with only language for a lever succeed in moving and
motivating millions of human beings?

Truth is realizing that my husband's have been
I put my questions to one of his closest friends.
men are to be loved not challenged.
Here
is what he said: "The rock on which Martin
Dear Editor:
hated. That life is to be
realized
moment
for
At
this
taken
and
built
his
faith and philosophy was love. If he had a
lived, not
My fellow black brothers these ideas and beliefs, my
that I must be strong and secret weapon it was love. To the hard-nosed, pragand sisters of America. I husband has been placed in
write this letter in order a dark dingy jail cell in brave and fight to help him. matic American mind his message of love was idealIt is hard to believe that ism carried to absurdity. Martin wanted to
that you may get the entire Wilson, N. C.
make his
story of how "justice" is
this country which was foundconcept
of
love
a
dynamic
factor
in
human
behavior.
long
many
After spending
just a word with little meaned for the very pupose of
sleepless nights, my husband freedom
ing in our society
of the spiritual
thaUf
we
did
decided
I
and
My husband, William Rus"If this sounds other worldly, consider how we
—mind, could do so much to
convIC:sell Adams is 28 and a true not stand up for our
beliefs.
our
suppress
try
and
now
make use of the concept of hate. At home, in
fighter for the universal tions, then we could no longI call on you as men and
ourselves.
We
with
school,
in church and wherever you turn, our children,
live
er
values of humanity.
women to give us your supcould no longer live with port in a fight for true jus- white and black alike, are influenced and conditionWe take pride in fighting each other, for it would de
ed to hate. They are taught to scorn those who differ
together for the rights of our stroy our very souls to aban- tice and truth.
people. We are not militants don our beliefs
with them in class, color, religion, nationality or backI am 22 years old and I
in the sense of the word as
ground.
Martin believed we can be taught to love one
and
husband
my
believe
in
have
gathermay
As you
it is used today. We have no
we believe in our convictions. another as we now so subtly, and sometimes not so
weapons with which to car- ed by now, we are what the
We will fight for them no subtly, are taught to hate. He really
ry on our battle. We use the law calls "Conscientious Obbelieved that love
matter what the consequencjectors." However, I am
ultimate weapon, truth.
icould
conquer
all."
es.
MRS. EVELYN L. ADAMS safe with my beliefs, but
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Esso Announces 3 Fellowships Offered Issues
Experimental Grants To 10 Black Students

Recall

Ford Motor Co.

DETROIT — The Ford Motor! the latching mechanism securCO. a n nounced
Wednesday ing the seat to the floor in a
upright position may not enthat it has issued a recall of
14,650 current model Econoline gage completely, in which case
Vans for installation by dealers the seat could tilt forward during a sudden stop," Ford said.
The Esso Education Founds- involve the "experiencing" of Ten fellowships for black candidates eligible to begin
or a latch retainer plate on opbon today announced three political situations through a students who want to begin or
tional
fold down passenger The company said the yegrants totaling $10,000 for es aeries of role-playing excreta- continue graduate study lead- graduate study next September,
hides were produced between
seats.
but the Graduate School is enperiments in higher education. es.
ing to a Ph.D. degree at Wash''Some
Jan.
15, 1968, and Feb 11 of
i
seats
been
may
have
Recipients are the University
ington University (St. Louis) couraging prospective candi- installed in such a manner that this year.
The
second
will consist of have been announced by the dates, including Peace Corps
of Rochester, the University,
of Wisconsin and the Univer- instruction in objective prin- Graduate School of
Arts and volunteers and returning miliciples. In the third state,
sity of Illinois.
Sciences at the University.
tary veterans who might be
the
students
will have the opporThe grants were awarded
under the Foundation's SPUR Most r e yolutionary thing Stipends ranging from 62,000 available at other times in the,
(Support for Promoting the tunity to apply the knowledge to $2,500 for a regular aca- academic year to apply. SuitUtilization of Resources) Pro- he has gained in a second demic year plus tuition support able arrangements
can , be. —
gram. SPUR was initiated in series of role-playing exercises. up to $2,100 will be offered to
applicants
fellowship
made
for
The
Esso
Education Founda- each student awarded a fellow1964 to encourage innovations
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
who are unable to meet the
leading to improved use of the tion is supported by Standard ship.
SUITS • 0100ATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
September entrance deadline.
undergraudate educational re- Oil Company (New Jersey)
AND MUSICAL INSIRUMENTS.
sources of colleges and univer- and a number of its domestic The awards are available Interested
are
applicants
sities. Since that time, nearly affiliates including
Humble for students seeking to study in asked to send a brief sketch of
MONEY VANED
Refining
$1.5 million has been allocated Oil &
Company,, the 36 departments of the Grad- their educational history and
uate
School
of
Arts
and
SciEsso
ON ALL ARTICLES OF YALU&
Research and Engineerfor 3 experimental projects.
graduate study interests to
One way to encourage good ing Company, Esso Production ences including those in the Dean Ralph E. Morrow, Grad176A 171 BIAL STRUT SA 41.8300
teaching is to reward good Research Company, Humble sciences, social sciences, hu- uate School of Arts and Sciteachers, yet colleges and uni- Pipe Line Company, and En- manities, and the life sciences. ences, Box 1187, Washington
versities frequently fail to do jay Chemical Company.
I Preference will be given to University, St. Louis, Mo. 113130.
this because they lack an objective, systematic technique
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
for assessing teaching cornpetence. The University of Rochester will attempt to develop
such a technique by exploring
the relationship among the
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
three measures of teaching efSat or Sim 11 15
Monday
Sal Oven I A hi te 6 P
fectiveness: student ratings, adthru
Sun
M
Ow
re
2
P
ministration rankings, and peer
GORGEOUS GIRLS — GORGEOUS COSTUMES
Friday
rankings.
Both the University of Wisconsin and the University of
Prices: $2.50, $3.00
TUE. MAR. 25
Illinois plan to use their grants
3100 Summer at Baltic
$3.50. $4.00
for
computer-based
experiments aimed at making instrucBOX OFFICES — COUSEUM
SUN. MAR. 30
tion in large classes both
All. SEARS STORES
more efficient and more at.
INCLUDING
JONESBORO, ARK,a
tentive to individual needs.
TUE.THRU THURS.— 7410 P.M.
JACKSON,TENN.
The University of Wisconsin
FRI.,
SAT......S P.M.
will test a unique system
GOLDSMITH'S
MATS.— SAT.2*0 P.M.
CENTRAL AGENCY
which uses the computer to
provide students with individSUN.100-4:30 P.M.
RESERVATIONS PHONE
274-7400 — 27541110
ualized
study
assignements
based on the results of weekly
WORLD FAMOUS
diagonostic tests. After correcting the tests, the computer
SPECTACULAR
ICE
will give advanced assignments to students who show
an exceptional understanding
of course materials and appropriate
r e medial assignments to those displaying poor
comprehension. In
addition,
instructors will receive printouts of class strengths and
weaknesses to help them plan
24th EDITION
their lectures and correct instructional procedure.
STAGED
The University of Illinois
CREATED
will experiment with a threeFREE PARKING
DIRECTED
stage computer-based learnBY
Paid kw 6
)
,W/dm
Oa Ise
ing s e quence in
political
DONN
ARDEN
science. The first stage will
OPENING 111011T BENEFIT

THAN'S
LOAN

GREATEST SKATING REVUE

FFICE

IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T
SAVE YOU MONEY... HE DOESN'T
DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS
Come see Tommy and Save. All he asks is
that you corns in and Compare Price, Trod.
and Terms at Union Chevrolet. You'll make
yourself a No. I Buy on the No. 1 Car.

CAR WASH $125

Thrilling -Beautiful-Funny

2200 LAMAR
324-3611

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

CHEVROLET

NEW PHILCO
COLOR COMBO

7fabulous Productions

Ito

let

Includes
Stereo Phono and FM-AM
Radio at a price many pay
for Color TV alone

$4.35 WEEK—NO MONEY DOWN
S
.

JEWISH COMIIIIIIITT CENTZIU

New Booklet
Outlines Vets.
Benefits
The 1969 edition of "Federal
Benefits for Veterans and Dependents" is now available
for 30 cents from the Superintendent of Documents in washington, D.C., the Veterans Administration announced today.
Also called "VA Fact Sheet
IS-1," the 70-page booklet describes the major Federal
benefits enacted by Congress
for America's 27 million living
veterans, from the Spanish
American War to Viet-Nam,
and for certain dependents
and survivors.
Stressed in the publication
are the new and expanded benefits passed by Congress last
year. They include:
Increased co m pens ation
payments to veterans with service-connected disabilities.
A
r e structured
veterans'
and survivors' pension program.
Liberalized
education and
training programs for Post-.
Korean veterans.
First-time-in-history e d uca
tional assistance for widows of
those veterans who died as the
result of military service and
for wives of permanently and
totally service-disabled veterans.
Part-time v o c ational rehabilitation training for service-disabled veterans.
A higher ceiling on the maximum amount of a VA loan
guaranty on G.I. homes (raised from $7,500 to $12,500).

Critics Acclaim 1969 Holiday
New Yotic Times: Brilliant, Sumptuous, Great Clowns, Wonderful Comedy.
Detroit Free Press: Performers sparkle. Bold ingenious, A graceful artistic triumph.
New York Post: Deserves high praise, dynamic, colorful. Robertson and Galmarini superb.
Philadelphia Inquirer: An eye-filling spectacle. Crowd roared at antics of the comedians.
New York News: Biggest show around. Robertson great ... chimps wonderful.
Philadelphia Daily News: The audience loved Holiday, Comedy outstanding, stars magnificent.

MAIL ORDER APPLICATION
Enclosed is check
for

Big 267 Sq. In. Picture

PHILCO

PHILCO
CUSTOM COLOR TV
Model 5476
Price includes 90 clay service

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

MID
SOUTH

PHONE
STATE

ZIP

COLISEUM

$30i9
i

MEMPHIS,
TENN. 38104

— 'up h. 36 ono. to pee
No Payment 'til March 1969

No Money BOWS

PR
*r
'
DR

IF

Beautiful PHILCO
STEREO ... SAVE $31'

YOU WILL WORK
WITH US
WE WILL WORK
WITH YOU

MARCH

SPECIALS!
waiiiEss
or

BOX SPRINGS

'26EA.
RECLINER

TO SEE THAT YOU
GET THE OLDSMOBILE OF YOUR CHOICE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE

ESCALIPE.

\
st hom• — . even
dull, faded hair becomes younger loakinti
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub off
or wash out. Safe with perrmartrfitr, too. Try STRAND.

AM-FM RADIO
FM STEREO
nly
STEREO PHO NO

0 988

'39

YOUR CHOICE OF
COLORS IN LONG
WEARING VINYL

John Broadus'

IFIPC,41lit CRIDINAIRY

MODEt 17117

:$348
OUSE

INTO A 1969 OLDSMOBILE

ONLY 98*

Ask for it at your druggist.

In the amount of
each, and/or

JUNIORS Under 16 — Half Price Sat. at 2:30 p.m.

Hides That GRAY
The Lasting Way
I. psi 77 million

COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
Brows
alacis---Sime—Dant
Mt
Medium Brown —Light Brown

Adult tickets at $..

with Philco Tuning Eye for easy tuning!

HAIR COLORING

STRAND HAIR

money order

Junior tickets at
each for performance checked. Make check payable to HOLIDAY ON ICE
and mail with stamped, self-addressed envelope to HOLIDAY ON ICE, Mid-South Coliseum,
Memphis, Tenn. 38104.
PLEASE CHECK PERFORMANCE DESIRED
OTuee Mar. 25....7:30 p.m.
0 Sun. Mar. 30...1:00 p.m.
0 Ft-I. Mar. 28....8:00 p.m.
0 Wed. Mar. 26....7:30 p.m.
0 Sat, Mar. 29....230 p.m.
0 Sun. Mar. 30....4:30 p.m.
C Thurs. Mar. 27....7:30 p.m.
0 Sat. Mar. 29....8:00 p.m.

a

COMPLETE —
NOTIONG
f 1.5E To PUY

Model
5935WA
Conlernporary styling in
genuine Walnut veneers and
matching hardwood solids

PR

PRYO
R.
OLDSMOBILE
2525 SUMMER
PHONE 324-7341

FURNITURE•APPLIANCES

r.-71

One Clock West cif Hwy. 31 S.

1084 Brooks Rd.

Gem 'Ill 9_10.1A. EACH

EVENING

Phone 332-5593
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Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
"Come let us reason together". ce's party was merged with
Isaiah
the Wild Game Dinner. Mrs.
from
feted
guests
Pierce
This B i b heal expression Chicago, Mrs. Savoy Mitchell,
could well have sounded the Mrs. Ruth Franklin and James
call for the Institute of Human Burk with a party at her resiMUSICAL SELECTIONS are being made by Mrs. Anderfrom any member of JUGS for $6.00 per person. Proceeds
Relations Training for Mem- dence on LaClede, Club Swirl
son Bridges, Mrs. A. D. Miller and Mrs. Johnny Johnson
from this affair will go towards completing the project iniphis Community Leaders held
for the 15th Annual Living Ads Ball of JUGS, Incorporated.
The PAL's are planning
tiated last year- building a swimming pool for the Goodin the Paris Landing Inn, Paris, to present "The Then And Now
The Living Ads Ball will be held Friday night, March 28th
will Homes for Children in Southwest Shelby County.
Tennessee over the week-end. Look In Fashions" Sunday
in Holiday Hall-Rivermont. A night of elaborate entertainOther members not pictured: Miss Marie Bradford, Mrs.
The sensivity session sponsor- April 13, at Club Rosewood.
ment is planned for patrons of the philanthropic and servHorace L. Chandler, Mrs. Longino A. Cooke, Jr., Mrs. Leon
ed by the Memphis Community Members of this coterie of
ice organization which has contributed thousands of dollars
H. Griffin, Mrs. Harold Lewis, Mrs. W. 0. Little, Mrs. 0.
Leadership Training, Inc., of young femmes are Lois (Mrs.
,
to various charitable institutions and endeavors through
V. Nelson (Pres.) Mrs. John Gordon and Mrs. James M.
which F. W. "Bill" Kephart Fred L.) Brown, president;
previous efforts. Invitations to the affair may be purchased
Smith.
is director spoke to the topic Rose Brown, Mary Echols,
,)f "Issues and Relationships Betty (Mrs. Frederick) Grant,
in Black and White".
Hattie (Mrs. Fountain) GregThe
stimulating
week-end ory, Clara (Mrs. Calvin) Harprovided a balm to the spirits ris, Joyce (Mrs. John) Johnof many of us who were at a son, Magnolia (Mrs. Lawrence)
particular low ebb due to the Johnson, Christine (Mrs. Floyd)
supressed and depressing man- Malone, Willine (Mrs. Arthur) Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Wal- tian Fellowship. the Student
ner in which the Ray trial was Patterson, Betty (Mrs. James ker of 291 Silver Ave, an- National Education of AmeriA panel discussion on perbride; and Frankie Mrs. Ed.
held.
nounce
the
ca,
an
alternate
to
"Miss
sonal
encounters with racial
engagement
of
their
H.) Horton,
she's a recent
daughter, Miss Minnie Ethel Homecoming" for two years, and religious prejudice was
'Twas encouraging to meet ward) Wade.
Walker, to Roy Logan, the son "Miss Junior," and a "Miss held before the Memphis chapand communicate with many of
Emma Jean Stotts had the of Mr. and Mrs. Huly Logan.
UNCF" contestant. She was al- ter of the Tennessee Council on
the city's leaders who're exhiThe wedding will take place so on the yearbook staff.
Human Relations on Tuesday
biting an honest concern about Queen of Hearts bridge players
race issues within our city. in at her home and her hubby on Saturday, April 5, at the Mr. Logan was graduated night, March 18. in the Hollis
Some
had
children
who'd Carl played chef cokking up Christ Baptist Church on South from Booker T. Washington F. Price Library Alumni Room ,
High School and received his of LeMoyne Owen College.
marched with Dr. King during pounds and pounds of mouth Parkway East.
With Mrs. Richard Wurzburg
the Sanitation Strike. And it watering chitterlings and all Miss Walker is a graduate of bachelor of science degree in
Manassas High School where social studies from LeMoyne as moderator, the panel inwas indeed interesting to ob- the trimmings.
serve some of these leaders High scorers at the bridge she was president of both the College. He has also done cluded a Jew, a Negro, a Porverbalize with Black Militants test were Gwendolyn Isabel, Gracious Ladies Social Club some graduate studies toward testant and a Catholic who
for the first time and the so- claiming a beige billfold, Bar- and the Speakers and Writers the master's degree at Mem- related their experiences with'
Club, chaplian of the Future phis State University.
TRIO OF BEAUTIES — The first annual
Clements, Woodstock High School, and Bev
prejudice.
cial background made it even bara McLemore,
winning a
beauty pageant, "Miss Magnifique of Memerly Wortham, Douglass High School. ProSimilar panels are appearmore
interesting!
Dialogues covetous black silk evening Teachers of America, a mem- While at LeMoyne he was a
phis, will be staged in the Hamilton High
ceeds from the affair will benefit the Glensuch as this are becoming a bag: and Mollie McCrigth, an ber of the Future Homemakers member of the LeMoyne Stu- ing before church, school and
of America, and assistant se- dent Christian Fellowship, the civic organizations in Memphis.
School auditorium on Friday night, April
view branch of the YMCA. Tickets may
natural part of our community orange shoe tote.
cretary of the Student Council. Student
National
Education All panelist are members of
25, and these three young women are
be obtained from members of the fraterniand rightfully so. The more we
among contestants from Memphis and Shelty and the auxiliary. Dr. J. G. Hawkins
learn about each other, the Other ardent players were She attended LeMoyne Col- Association and the Projection the Panel of American Womby County entering the pageant sponsored
is president of the fraternity, Mrs. J o h it
en.
better we will be able to Un- Naomi Gochett, Barbara Know- lege where she received a Club.
Gilder president of the Quettes, and Mrs.
by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity and its axiilderstand.
Les, Joyce Weddington, Martha bachelor of arts degree in the The bride-elect and the pro- The Rev. James M. Lawson,
spective bridegroom are both Jr., pastor of
iary club, the Qnettes. From left are CarGarmer B. Currie chairman of publicity.
Whitney,
Doris Walls
and humanities.
Centenary UnitWhile in college she was a teachers at Hamilton High ed Methodist
This heartwarming experi- Clara Miller.
men Griffin, Carver High School; Carol
Church, is presimember of the Student Chris- School.
ence caused us to abandon the
dent of the local chapter of the,
"Merry Go-Round" for the
Mollie Fields went down the
Tennessee Council on Human,
week-end, thus we missed the street on Netherwood to her
Relations. Mrs. Mary Powell
Top Hat and Tails Dinner brother Donald Jackson's dois secretary.
Theatre party Friday night mincile to treat her bridge
Josephine
Bridges'
and
party mates the PATS. The Shamfor her Atlanta guest. Promise rock theme prevailed in the
to catch up next week.
decorations and food. The girls
gathered down stairs for a
PARTY TIME . . . ."Party for dinner of roast beef MediterBeautiful People" was the ranean,
Shamrock salad, sweet The renowned Senior Choir, Fisherman"
theme for the delightful bash potatoes Kilarney, Irish Green
of Mt. Olive C. M. E. Churchl The choir is under the direcgiven by Alma and Phil Booth!beans, buttered
hot
rolls, is being presented in Concert tion of Wilford Glenn, a gradcharmat their home for their
Blarney stone punch and co- Sunday, March 23, at 7:00 P.M. uate of Arkansas A. M. & N.
ing house guest, Jean West- conut cream pie.
This annual concert, whichl College. a student of the Chi-'
visting:
moreland
who's
a
has
previously attracted music cago conservatory of music and
them from D. C. The spacious; After momentarily forgetting
lovers throughout the city, is a vocal music instructor at Geetand gracious home was beau- calorie charts for this once,
tiful decorated with flowers you know how it goes, the girls presentation of the Madonna er High School. The accompansent the honoree by many of then went upstairs to the Guild, an organization of young;ist is Russell Wilson, a senior
matrons who support the at Memphis State University
the Booths' friends.
modernistic
den
with its
and accompanist for the MemAlma received in a striking;sparkling tones of blue for Church nursery.
The Mt. Olive Choir is noted phis State Choral. The public is
emerald green hostess gown. bridge. In this settting Euralia
COMPLETES BASIC — WomJean chose a psychedelic print Fletcher, snared kitchen terry for its annual presentation of invited to the 7:00 p. m. conan Marine Private Mary W.
Cert.
silk pants outfit with a long towels and a carving set, excerpts from The Missiah.
McBride, daughter of Mrs.
sleeve blouse with deep cups. Thelma
Miller,
Wilheimien This concert will feature such
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, Jr., Marie Richmond of 581 St.
The hemline was bordered DeWalt collected a telephone talent as the lyric soprano of
Mrs. June Glenn, vocal music is pastor of the church located Paul. Memphis, has completed
with lace no less. Fancy that!' index.
eight weeks of recruit training
instructor
at Douglass High at 538 Linden Avenue.
Mrs. C. M. Routine, Alma's
at the Marine Corps Recruit
mother wore a grey silk dress. Other PATS on hand were School, Mrs. Jessie Thomas a
Mrs. Mattye Tyus is presi- Depot, Parris Island, S. C. It
Shirley
Johnson,
North
Lucy
Jackson,
Mississippi
high
school
a
beauThe party was really
dent of the Madonna Guild; included instruction in basic
M ii ler, Wilhelmin voice instructor, the basstiful way to spend a Sunday Thelma
Mrs. Grace W. Williams is military subjects such as drill,
evening, gay and thoughtful Thompson, Julia Woodard with baritone of Robert H. Taylor general chairman of concert
first aid, personal standards
Mattie
guests
Jackson
the
and
and
whimsical
narration
of arrangements
guests many bringing gifts
and military justice.
Myrtle
Donoho.
Mrs. Vergin Matthews in the
for the honoree, interesting
presentation
of
"Simon
The
conversation, soft music and
Wedding Bells
have
stunning outfits. Among the tolled for Ruth Ann Richardparty goers indulging in the son and Airman Ronald C.
sparkling champagne, hot and Pinkston. They were joined by
cold canapes and stiffer pota- the Rev. Kenneth Whaluni at
bles if so desired were Sarah Olivet Baptist Church. The
and Horace Chandler. Katie young bride is the daughter of
sports,
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Richardson
Linkwood)
(Mrs.
Jewel and Jimmy Hulbert, and the groom is the son of
she assisted Alma in receiving Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Pinkston.
as did Walterine (Mrs. John) They will live in Whiteman,
Outlaw, whose mate came a Missouri, where he is station- The Orleans Street Commubit late, and yours truly Ann ed. Both are former students at nity Club met on Thursday afand Bill Weathers, Harriett Memphis State University.
ternoon, Feb. 27, at the home
and Ma ceo Walker, Rubye Here and There. . . .There's of Mrs. Mattie Johnson of 1640
Owen,
Gadison. Addie and Bill
still time for you to submit Humber St.
Imogene Wilson, Mary and candidates for "Women of Plans for several projects in
Jack Roberts, Louise and Tay- Power" who will be cited by 1969 were discussed. Mrs. Malor Ward, Gerald Howell. Leath the members of Alpha Kappa rie Ross, the president, prePermanently Shaped ModacryliC
and Peter Jones. Lois and Alpha Sorority at their lunch- sided. Some 12 members were
•
and eon Saturday April 5, at the present.
Charles Tarpley, Edith
Guaranteed Permanent Waves
Powell Thornton, Callie Stevens Holiday-Inn Rivermont. Cita- A complete and delicious
MAIL ORDERS:add 75c
( Mrs. George). Iris and Marion tions will be presented to out- turkey dinner was served by
postage
plus 41/2% tax for
Harris, Ida and Harold Jami- standing women in the com- the hostess.
Tennessee
delivery.
son, Dr. Oscar Speight, and munity and if you have some
The club's next meeting will
Harriett andClaiborne Davis. one in mind, call Modean be held at the home of Mrs.
Still others conversing with Thompson at 278-2367 and give Rosa
Bibbs on
Thursday,
Jean who is really a world her the name. Remember it's a March 27. She lives at 616
ALL SHADES Including Blondes,
Send for Catherine's
traveler and a scintillating community participation pro- Edith.
NEEDS SETTING
Frosleds, Mixed Greys
conversationalist were Rosa gram. Get your tickets from
Since the election of officers
CURLING OR CARE
Robinson, Augusta (Mrs. Harry any of the sorors.
will be held, all members are
And the members of Zeta asked to be present.
T.) Cash, Lil (Mrs. Floyd
Campbell. Sallieand Caffrey Phi Beta Sorority are busy
Re- planning to present Clyde TurBartholomew, Maydella
eves. Mildred and Oscar Craw- ner and "The Best of BroadHuman Hair Wiglet .
$3.99
ford, Charlesteen Miles, Mag- way" Tuesday April 1. This
Cascade of Curls • ••• ••• $6.99
gie and Sam Peace, Aretta promises to be an entertaining
An oblong room, 11 by 17
(Mrs. Fleming) Polk, Juanita evening. Any soror will be glad
feet, gets an added dimension
Falls — Mini & Long •.•. $9.99
and John Arnold, Louise Davis, to sell you at ticket.
with a redefinition of the word
members
of
Kappa
AlMae
The
Minnie
Walker,
Gertrude
"bed." Build a square wooden
Human Hair Wigs from .... $15.99
and Emmitt Woods, H. A. pha Psi truly have their broplatform around the far end of
Gam. Dot and Theodore therly precepts at heart and
with a step leading
*Daniel. Orphelia and Dr. are given a benefit dance Fri- the room,
center.
Jimmy Byes. Althea and Dr. day night at Club Rosewood up to a hollow
plushly;
the sunken
Carpet
brother,
Charles
"Gentheir
for
Roberta
lat.
Price,
Hollis F.
DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
and a,
night
bed
at
a
area
its
cline. Mae (Mrs. Robert M.) W' Evans who is ill,. We think
10 ht. M ain
UNION AVE. •
1992 UNION
• 274-2065
Ratcliffe, Grace (Mrs. W. H.) this is a marvelous gesture and conversation pit by day. MonoAcross from Giswbers lipso.srt
urge you to attend the dance. chrome carpeting, walls and,
Young. and Betty Bland.
WHiTiNAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL - 398-0064
Also at Southland Mall.
The gremlins snatched our Genie formerly taught at Mel- curtains lend continuity — and!
ropy last week and that ex- rose and was an active athlete the rest of the room is available for storage galore.
plains how Mrs. Georgia Pier- before his illness.

Wedding Date Is Set Panel Talks
By Hamilton Teachers On Encounters
With Bias

et

downtown • union ave. e
southland mall

Choir To Give Annual
Concert At Mt. Olive

CSS

fashion specialists in sizes
/
2
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321

COLORFUL, CASUAL
DENIM SHIFT

9.00

sizes 38 to 52

Orleans Club
Plans Several
New Pro!ects

517-e-r-7-C-11

Ca
Cia

perfectly timed for coffee,
or lounging ... cotton denim shift zips collar to
hem . . welted seam pockets . . . lust wash and drip.
dry . .. choose blue, green
or yellow.

99

FREE BOOKLET

Special Sale

of Spring and Summer fashions

Household Tip

STOUT SHOPPE

HATS

th

se

Irma- de dida -dame -de•dy-da....1.1••••••

•
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600 Present For Thomas Chapel's Dedication

A
MEMBERS AND GUESTS — Visitors representing some
20 congregations were present for the dedication of Them.
as Chapel Baptist Church. The building was filled with

more than 600 for recent services. Rev. Sandridge is the
third minister in history of the church. He is also the pahtor of the St. Marks Baptist Church at Collierville, Tenn.

THE BENEDICTION is being given here by the Rev. Mr.
Harper at the close of the service. Seen from left are Rev.
11. Morris, St. Paul Baptist, Bailey, Tenn.; Rev. F. Nelson,
associate minister, Mt. Pleasant Baptist; Rev. George Har-

rig. Summerfield Baptist Church; Rev. Joel Smith, associate minister of Mt. Pleasant; Rev. Sandridge, Rev. Harper, Rev. Stephens and Rev. White.

2
2
GUEST MINISTERS — Participating I n
the dedicatory services with the pastor,
Rev. H. P. Sandridge, were ministers from
several churches. From left are Revs. H.
H. Harper, St. Matthew Baptist, guest

speaker; Rev. Sandridge, Rev. Houst o n
Stephens, Oak Ridge Baptist; and Rev. J.
S. White, St. Jude Baptist, who was master of ceremonies.

VOTE OF THANKS — Mrs. Alice Oates Sandridge, wife
of the pastor, gives a vote of thanks to the congregation
during dedicatory service.

More Than 600 Attend,
Dedication Of Church

downtown •union ave.
southland mall

CSS

Zela Winters 'Tuesd. March 18 gation now numbering 260.
Tag Thomas Chapel Tri State
The Rev. Mr. Sandridge is a
On Sunday, March 2, the graduate of Owen College and
congregation of Thomas Chapel:Rust College at Holly Springs,
Baptist Church climaxed a : Miss. He is now studying for a
week of dedicatory services' bachelor of divinity degree at
and entered the new sanctuary Memphis Theological Seminary
following a ribbon-cutting cereA business man in the Hollymony.
wood area for a number of
The church was organized years, he is president of the
on Aug. 3, 1940, by Rev. J. T. Sunday School and Zion DisThomas, and later pastored by trict Baptist Training Congress
Rev. J. E. Clark. Rev. H. P. and is employed as an interSandridge is the third and viewer with the Tennessee Depresent pastor of the congre- partment of Public Welfare.

fashion specialists in sizes
1
2to 321
18 to 60 and 16/
/
2

CRISP, COOL
AND TEXTURED

16.00
specially sized
16% to 24%

Proposals Invited

delightful in feel, in look, in
•ase of care ...textured
ac•tat• and nylon shift in
on oll-ovir floral print ...
artfully accented by sailor
ti• collar and button tabs'
... completely washable
and crush resistant .. .
choose blue or brown print
on white.

The Memphis Housing Authority will receive
Turnkey Proposals for a total of 300 low-rent housing units together with Community, Management and
Maintenance space, Lintil 10 o'clock a.m., May 13,
1969, at its offices 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee.
Proposed sites must be within the limits of the
City of Memphis and should be submitted for approval no later than 10 o'clock a.m., CST, April 3,
1969, and prior to preparation of proposals.

MAIL ORDERS:add 75e
/
2% tax for
postage plus 41
Tennessee delivery.

He is married to the former
Miss Alice Oates, and they
are the parents of three children: Miss Ramelle Sandridge
is a senior at Memphis State
University;
Hubon, Jr., a
freshman at Tennessee State
University, and Riesel Oates
Sandridge.
The ribbon was cut by the
Rev. L. C. Jones. pastor of
Peace Baptist Church, who offered the dedicatory prayer.
With the Thomas Chapel
choir leading the way, visiting
choirs were led by Rev. and
Mrs. Sandridge into the sanctuary with leaded stained glass
windows. Modern fixtures and
a beautifully appointed baptistry overlooking the choir
stand and altar. It also has
central heat and air conditioning.
The Rev. J. S. Shite presided
as master of ceremonies. Reading the historical background of
the church was the Rev. Dennis
of the Mt. Zion CME Church.
Councilman W. T. McAdams
made remarks about the good
work being done in the community by the church.

! The main sermon was de' livered by the Rev. H. H. Han
per, pastor of St. Matthews
Baptist Church.

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT

The proposals will be received in increments
of approximately 100 units per site. Distribution
of units will be as follows: One bedroom 12%'; two
bedrooms 12%; three bedrooms 39%; four bedrooms
25%; five bedrooms 10% and six bedrooms 2%.

Send for Catherine's

FREE BOOKLET

CET FAST BLESSED RELMF FROIll NE
MING. IRRITATION ANS SCSI INC OF PSORT
ASIS TOO NMI NOUGHT POSSIBLE, ANO
RI A LOW PRIC.1 TNAT WILL AMAZE TON.
PALMER'S IRIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT...
relieves the itching and irritation of Ms
ugly skie trouble It removes the scales,
dissolves the horny tent, It ta gosling and
soothing. ft refreshes the skin. No matter
toss long you have suffered try PALMERI
ININ SUCCESS" 011ITMENT, And pt the
fast blessed relief you hen longed for from
IS, itching. wrItation ad sealing of nutria*.
OILY4A
COMPASS!
NOTRING Nal
at ANY Film
%0L

of Spring and Sumner fashions
a

J

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
UNION AVL •
1902 UNION
• 273-2065
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 395-0064

Full information may be obtained from the office of the Associate Director of Memphis Housing
Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

C

Memphis
Housing Authorih

SET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
vsts the deap-acting foamy medication
me semis:- zoo. beautv
ON it rights terns that off.'
writ* Perspiration ado,. maims

ga
•

BY

seats about 260. The church is located on
a five-acre plot and includes a recreational center. It is on a site at 3331 Chapel rd.

Mon Claire

14 No.
Main at Court

527-3619

Introducing
The All Neu'
Italian Cut "

Be the
First
Only

IC19"

For a Quick
Change in All
Colors

it
Selection
See Our
of 100% Human Hair Wigs
Hand Made Wigs 39"
Long Falls ....24 95
Shortie Wig
12 95
Wiglets ..595 795 1495
Expert Styling.350
Mann

We Honor
Lay a -Way

Bankamericard

Master Charge

In Our Afro Department
Afro Wigs ....19 95

Afro Bush Wig..2495

We Cut and Shape The Afro Only 2 50

FOR MEN

I

ECONOMY SE 1% Oa 0011Y 9)e

Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

NEW CHURCH — Thomas Chapel Baptist
Church has been erected by the congregation at a cost of more than 540.000, and

Afo Wig
Mustache

:
19
8:

B
Side Burns

19"
1495

Fast, Fast Delivery Service To Beauty Salons

Walim
llfe
i you're nice to be 'tar.
"SIM SWISS" SOAP.

IF IT'S RESULTS YOU WANT,THEN IT'S RESULTS YOU'LL GET.
ADVERTISE IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER CLASSIFIED AD SECTION PHONE IA 6-8391
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addition of Hal Dyer, who
headed the Pratt, Kan., Junior
coaching staff the past
College
ALCINDOR FLIP
Amaya
and
weights, Roberto
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Rep- Hermando Villegas, have been two years. Dyer coach the
resentatives of the Milwaukee signed to a 10-round bout freshmen at Florida State for
Bucks and the Phoenix Suns'March 28.
three seasons before going to
flip a coin today to decide U. S. SKIER WINS
Pratt.
which team gets the National OSLO — (UPI) — Greg
Basketball Association draft Swor, 17-year-old ski jumper SPEND THRIFT CLOSED
rights for UCLA All-America from Duluth, Minn. Won the LEXINGTON, Ky. — (UPI)
Alcindor. junior class competition at
Spendthrift ,
The famed
The teams toss for the No. 1 Holmenkollen. His two leaps of
•
Lexington,
which
near
Farm
choice because they finished 82.3 meters and 84.5 meters alMELROSE TAKES THIRD had played miraculously in
at the bottom of the NBA's so were good for eighth place has attracted some 150,000 NASHVILLE — What happen- 77-48 and 63-61 victories over
two divisions. The rival Amer- in the overall contest, which tourists annually, is being closed to Melrose in the state tour- Union City and Kingsport. The
ican
Basketball
Association was won by Topi Mattila of Ko- ed to the public. The owners nament last week? The answer tight Riverside defense held
reportedly wW offer Alcindor at uvalo, Finland.
Melrose all-stater to 12
are concerned over a recent to that question can perhaps the
least $1 million.
which included only four
points
comments
XAVIER FILLS UP
rash of five fires in the past best be answered by
field goals in 17 attempts. Finch
His
Sims.
WELTERS MATCHED
Dorsey
Coach
of
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — six months, the last one comSAN JOSE, Calif. — (UPI) — The Xavier football coaching ing two days ago. Arson is Chattanooga
Riverside team was benched most of second
A pair of hard-hitting welter- staff was completed with the suspected in all the incidents. won the Tennessee Secondary half.
Association MELROSE SETS RECORD
Athletic
Schools
championship for the second Two records wete set when
consecutive year witii a 44-39, Melrose blitzed its way to the
exciting cliff-hanger over Nash- consolation prized with an easy
before over 92-61 triumph over Jackson
ville Stratford
11,000 fans in the Vanderbilt Merry before the tourney's secfieldhouse last Saturday night.1 ond sellout crowd of 11,000
Accosiding to Sims Riverside in as many nights. The 92
played its best game of the points broke an old single game
tourney against Melrose, whip- mark of 89 scored by Meigs
a g ainst
Adamsville
ping the Golden Wildcats, 75- County
in 1956. Merry, 26-0 before 21
85 in the semifinals.
The fact that the victorious turnovers allowed hometown
6 Cylinders Automatic and Straight drives.
Trojans were keyed-up for Stratford (32-1) to win 58-48
Melrose and the latter squad and advanced to the finals,
2 with Vinyl Roofs, with Factory Air.
physically down and almost out set two rebounding records.
with injuries to starters Larry Manley Fuller grabbed 22 reAs Low As $100.00 Down and notes are 45.50 a Month.
Finch and Ed Bell explains the bounds against Melrose to give
fate that awaited the Mem- him the tourney mark with
phians in thier big bid for the 83. Merry also went into the
record books as the best re-1
state title.
After dropping only its sec- bounding team The t all and;
ond game in 36 decisions coach rugged Jackson team pulled
Bill Collins stated in the dress- off 235 stray shots. Knoxville
ing room that his players wait- South set the record in 1964
ed too late to find out that they with 203 rebounds.
were as good as the Riverside Melrose took an unbelievable
cagers. Collins had reference 100 field goal attempts against
to Melrose's strong finish to Mnrry making a record 42 good.
pull within five baskets of the The 175 attempts from the
smooth operating Trojans. Mel- floor by both teams must be
rose put up a gallant fight some kind of record as the two
which made their many fol- teams went for broke in a
lowers who journeyed up for true run and gun exhibition.
the game justly proud, but The ease in which Melrose won
you can't expect to win very was surprising since its leadoften when your opponents are ing scorer was sitting in the
shooting at a phenominal pace. student section. Finch was
Riverside's 63 percent accuracy unable to suit up because of
from the floor and almost per- his injured ankle. Carl Palmfect 92,3 percent from the foul er, who once attended school
line in the first half allowed here at Meigs Junior High.
the Chattanoogans to run up was the sparkplug for Melrose
a 46-35 advantage.
with 19 points. Willie Marts
Riverside cooled off bit in topped all scorers with 22
the second half but so did Mel- while teammates Ed Benton
rose and only a late surge by and Ronnie Robinson added 20
the loser made the score res- 8134 14 respectively. Fuller was
pectable. Finch was obviously high man for Merry with 19.
favoring an ankle in which he TOURNEY
HIGHLIGHTS
White Station, in the state
meet after some Region Nine
heroics, was beaten. 30-17, in
the battle of the Spartans. The
deliberate game which White
Station had used to stage two
upsets in the regional failed
against Stratford after a 2-2
first quarter score . . John
Neumann and Finch got a lot
of attention from Memphis
State's Moe Iba who w a s
among the many college talent
Miracle Whip Salad qt.jar 2Iimit
scouts in attendance . . Coach
Dorsey Sims' red timeout hanky
was a useful coaching tool
considering the Vandy facilities.

SPORTS SHORTS

SPORTS
HORIZON

1966 & 1967's

MUSTANGS

RECORD SETTER — With his face partially hidden by the ball Jackson Merry
Manley Fuller is shown doing his thing in
a semifinal match with Nashville Stratford in last week's state tourney action.
The 6-4 junior is being pressured by Stratford's Ray Maddux (45) and Bill Clark (21)

"Nobody Walks Away"

for one of the record setting 83 rebounds
he pulled off the boards during the week.
Floor mistakes proved costly to Merr y
High and the Hornets dropped their f ir a t
game of the season, 58-48, to Stratford.
ford.

HERFF FO
FORD
GIANT DEALER
THE

2450 Summer at Hollywood
458-1151

OPEN 24
HOURSA DAY
... closed Sunday

4.9
4 -3""e6:1

Dressing 490

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

Red Hawiian 46oz. can 3Iimit

SOUTH--1231 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN)

PEST

EAST-5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

EXTERMINATING CO.

Punch

250

Morton Frozen Peach

Pies

16oz. pkg. 590

18 to 20 lbs.

Robinhood

Plain or Sell-rising

Flour

5-lb. bag 45*

FRED MONTESI
2 Limit
Qt. 35e
Diamond heavy duty 1111')(25'

Foil

BIB copped

3oz. can 29*

Grade A Large

Eggs

Ammonia 230

5340

doz.

Morton Frozen
10oz pkg

Beef Armour 24oz. can
Stew 240z. 550

Jam

Van Camps

250

" Delsey
2roll pkg.

Corn

250

Sound 8:1:ty Chum 8oz. can 3Iimit

Pork St Beans
Salmon 59e
29,
Tissue
190
Ballad or Pillsbry boz. can
16oz. 2cans
70
Biscui
Fresh
Pork
Swift's Vienna 2 -24oz. cans
Swift's Jewel
Chops
Sausage 39c
,Shortening
....andomomallpse

4111•11MININM.

lucky Leaf

sliced

250

Apples
FRED MONIES'

20oz,can

reg. 54c

lb

14

first cut lb

45$

cntr. cut loin
or rib

68
,

MORRELL

fe9, 59C

lb. 60

Or

OM

Smoked Hams
shaok portion lb. 48*
Fred Montrsi Country Style

Pork Sausage
, 252 750
Ub 43
A

Craftsmanship lives in Benchmark.
Measure your Bourbon against it.

31b. can 490

The men who make this Bourbon still
think you can do a better job if you care
a lot for your craft.
So,they were happy with the name
Benchmark. It means,"that which others
are measured against".
They think their Bourbon lives up to
its name.
Taste it and see what you think.
Benchmark—
Seagram's Premium Bourbon.

FRED 'MONIES I
Fred Monte., SI ,ced Bacon, reg. 54t lb., is
Morrell Bacon reg. 59e lb. 6; Fisher B••f
Bacon 12 Di pkg. reg. 794 lb., 20s

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchas•
•xcluding value of coupon rnerchandis•(fresh
milk products and tobacco also excluded in
compliance with state law). Coupon expires
March 26 • Anti•Frees pstrnoon, Wed.,
hose not Included in coupon redemption.
COUPON
PER FAMILY PER WEEK
ONE

With Coupon
SUED BACON
and 55.00
BACONAdditional
FISHER BEEF
more
12oz pkg reg. 79; lb.
20

Southern Belle ,butt portion lb.

EVERS

CLZ.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

!Bartlett in December of 1968
I in the Mid-South Coliseum.
The Most Valuable Player Larry Baker of Riverside, Ray
award went to Riverside* Maddux and Nelson Ridley of
Robinson
Ronnie
Richard Fuqua who scored 371 Stratford.
against Melrose and led the and Finch of Melrose, Fuller
charge against Stratford to and Ed Jones of Merry, Mike
enable the state winners to run' McDavid of Kingsport and
their unbeaten skein to 601Joe Jennings of Lebanon were
All-Tourney
to
the
wins. The Trojans haven't tast-I picked
I ed defeat since being upset by team.
ALL-TOURNEY

upper deck
Golden Whole Kernel

Kraft Grape Jelly or
18oz. tumbler

250

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

Richard Fuqua (40) ready to move in to
help out. It was this kind of sticky defense
which allowed Riverside to chalk up a 7565 semifinal win and go on to annex its
second straight state cage title at Vanderbilt in Nashville last week.

Mushrooms

FRED MONTESI

Parson Sudsy 28oz. btl,

Honey
Burs

Peanut Butter
12oz.jar 390

280

790

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

Peter Pan smooth

Tom
Turkeys

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

FINCH FENCED — Shown above with the
ball is Melrose all-stater Larry Finch being defensed by four-fifths of the Chattanoga Riserside team. Nearest Finch is Eddie Woods and Jessie Traylor, (54) with
teammates Larry Baker (34) and MVP

Fresh Ground

HAM BUGER
P er Pound 514p
4 lb. pkg. or more per lb 470
U.S.D.A. Choice

HEAVY

bnless cntr ct Odck

Beef Roast it

87ionatl,aged

Seagram' Benthmark Kentucky Straight

Bourbon Whiskey. 56 Proof Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Louisville, Ky.

Invitation for Bids
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for
the Exterior Painting Of Edxiord C. C ,-nborn Homes, No.
Tenr,es.:ee 1.8 & 11, Memphis."
Tenssee„ until 10:00 A.M.,
CST, April 8, 1969, at 700
Adorns Avenue, Memphis, Ten, at which time and
place oil bids will be public•
ly opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including
plans and specifications, ore
on file at the office of the
Modernization Engineer, Mern.
phis Housing Authority, 700
Adorns Avenue, Memphis. Ten.
nessee.
Copies of the documents
may be obtained by qualified
contractors by depositing ten
(10) dollars with the Memphis
Housing Authority. Said deposits will not be refunded.
certified check or bank
drafr. payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U.S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sure.
ties in an amount equal to
five (5%) percent of the bid
shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will
be required -to furnish and pay
for satisfactory Performance
and payment bond or bonds
within ten (10) days after the
notice of award.
All bidders shall be lic•n.
s•d contractors as required
by Chapter 135 of Public Acts
of 1945of thsr -G•n•rol ASS.T.
bly of the State of Tennessee,
and all Amendments thereto.
The bidder's name and contractors license number must
be placid on the face of the
envelope containing the bid
documents.
Attention is called to the
fact that no less than the
minimum prevailin g vrog• for
the area must be paid on the
development and that the cone
tractor must 'ensure that amw
ploy••s and applicants for employment are not discriminated against because of their
race, creed, color or notional
origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to
'elect any or all bids or to
waive any informaliti•s in the
bidding.
Na bid shall be withdrawn
for a period of thirty (30)
days subsequent to the open.
ing of bids without the con.
sent of the Memphis Housing
Authority.

Memphis
Housing Authority
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

1

.2..00000

Ili

./....

• •

... • A . •

• •

"We wish to plead our own abolition of slavery and still York, 1851); "The Mirror of of W. E. DuBois, the most im- Georgia) began as weekly pubprovide
cause. Too long have others another purpose was to also the Times" (San Francisco, portant magazine of public lications. In order to
more up-to-date news, "The
spoken for us. Too long has the protest against civil discrimi- 1855); and "The Anglos-Afri- opinion among Negroes.
can" (New York, 1859;.
During the period that fell Pittsburgh Courier" and "The
public been deceived by mis- nation against Negroes.
Afro-American" have institutwhich
representation, things
The next period in the his- between the First and Second
The next phase of the Negro
editions. They
concern us dearly, though in Press was as militant and as tory of the black press was in- World Wars, many black news- ed two weekly
other Negro comthe estimation of some mere weak as are the demands of augurated by Robert S. Ab- papers came into being. Fra- have reached
increase their
trifles; for though there are today's black press. This peri- bott. Abbott started the (Chi- zier says this about those pa- munities and
by publishing spemany in socie y woo exercise od started around 1880. The cago) Defender in 1905. at the pers: ". . . the number and circulation
in four or five
towards us benevolent feel- two most outstanding newspa- outset the Chicago Defender circulation of Negro newspa- cial editions
which beDefender
The
cities.
of
because
rapidly
grew
pers
we
ings, still (with sorrow
pers of this period were "Guar- was a mere handbill. In 1910
has a
1956,
in
daily
a
came
of
confess it) there are others dian" and the "New York Abbott hired an assistant who the continued urbanization
edition that
who make it their business to Age." E. Franklin Frazier wrote his headlines for him. the Negro and the increase in special national
circulates throughout the counenlarge upon the least trifle states about this period in The headlines and news were literacy among them. More
try, while the "Journal" and
Negro
the
of
which tends to the discredit of "B LACK
BOURGEOISIE." so sensational in The Chicago than two-thirds
"Guide," the most important
exin
were
which
newspapers
any person of color."
attracted
they
that
"After the Civil War a number Defender
published
newspaper
istence in 1943 had been es- Negro
The above statement was of Negro newspapers came in- much attention. Frazier says tablished after the close of the in the South, has a national
published in the first edition of to existence, especially after this about the Chicago Defend- first World War. In 1943 there edition that is read on the eastJ 0 U R NAL" IMO, as the Negro migrated er. "The idea of "sensational
"FREEDOM'S
were 164 active newspapers, ern seaboard. As the circulathe first to cities. At the opening of the headlines" and "sensational
1827,
16,
has
on March
58 of which were published in tion of Negro newspapers
Negro newspaper to be pub- present century, the two most news" represented a departure
agennewsgathering
grown,
or
20 cities which had 50,000
lished in the United State s. important Negro newspapers from the traditional type of Ne- more Negro inhabitants in cies have come into existence,
During the week beginning were the Guardian and the gro newspaper that had been 1940. Of the 144 Negro news- the most important of which
March 16, 1969, black editors New York Age. The Guardian, designed to attract the Negro papers on which information is the Associated Negro Press,
this
Although
and publishers throughout the published in Boston by Mon- intelligentsia.
was provided: 114 were pub- established in 1919.
nation will mark the 142nd an- roe Trotter, a distinguished device tended to increase the lished regularly each week
One of the most outstanding
niversary of the founding of graduate of Harvard, express- sale of the (Chicago) Defend- and had a combined average happenings in the History of
migration
mass
the
of
was
it
er,
demands
the first black newspaper. On ed the militant
circulation per issue of more the Black Press, took place in
that day John B. Russwurm, a Negro intellectuals for Ne- from the South during and fol- than 1,600,000 copies. Although 1967 when John H. Sengstacke,
War
student at Etowdoin College, gro equality, while the New lowing the first World
De- about two-thirds of the papers editor and publisher of T h e
and Rev Samuel Cornish met York Age became the princi- that caused the (Chicago)
were published in the south, Chicago Defender purchased
leading
the
in the home of Bostin Crum- pal mouthpiece for the pro- fender to become
the
most important Negro the sinking Pittsburgh Courimell to launch their two-man gram of Booker T. Washing- Negro newspaper and to ex- newspapers from the stand- er Chain, which created the
1922.
by
circulation
100,000
ceed
enterprise. From that day to ton."
the first point of circulation and influ- largest black chain of newsthis the black press has unJohn Hope Franklin sum- During and following
ence were and still are pub- papers in the world. This chain
dergone many changes while marizes this period in "From World War, the (Chicago) De- lished in northern cities."
consists of some 20 papers
immost
the
became
fender
1 ) emotions Slavery
F reedo m."
mirroring- t h e
to
II, which include: The Chicago
War
World
of
Because
stimulatfor
medium
and pulse of the black commu- "Most of the Negro newspa- portant
Negro newspapers became a Daily Defender, Michigan
pers were concerned mainly ing migration of Negroes from very necessary organ in the Chronicle, Memphis Tri-State
nity.
South.
the
The black press in its first with the antislavery crusade.
black community. People look- Defender, New York Courier,
During this period the (Chi- ed to the black press to voice Detroit Courier, Florida Courstages was a crusader, mirror, Best known were the first Nespokesman and a medium for gro paper, "Freedom's Jour- cago) Defender gave the im- opinions and attitudes of black ier, Philadelphia Courier, Georexpression of the opinions of nal," started by Samuel Cor- pression that the North was people. "The Pittsburgh Cour- gia Courier, Ohio Courier, Nathe small group of intellectu- nish and John Russwurm in the promised land to which ier" had a weekly circulation tional Pittsburgh Courier.
als among Negroes. Twenty- 1827, and the "North Star" oppressed Negroes could es- of about 270,000; "The AfroSome years ago there was
two years after the first print- first published by Frederick cape. Frazier states, "Thou- American" (Baltimore, Md.), talk of the black press dying
ing of the Freedoms Journal, Douglass in 1847. With its sands of letters were sent by had a circulation of about 230,- off the scene. But people are
started name changed in 1850 to Negroes in the South to the 000; the (Chicago) Defender finding more and more each
Douglass
Frederick
the North Star, the name of "Frederick Douglass' Paper," Defender, asking for help in had about 160,000; and "The day the importance of the black
which was changed later to for several years it enjoyed order to move to the North Journal and Gudie" (Norfolk, press. They are finding it is
Frederick Douglass' Paper." wide circulation. Other short- where they could find an op- Va.), had around 78,000.
impossible for the white press
This marked the first phase lived papers were "The My- portunity for employment for
Frazier's study shows this to cover all aspects of the Neof the black press' purpose stery" (Pittsburgh, 1843); "The themselves and educational op- about those papers: "All of gro community. In many cases
and that was to bring about Colored Man's Journal" (New portunities for their children." these papers like most Negro black people find that there is
ehtsinlge unfair coverage of events. ParThe Defender had another newspapers (with
purpose, from which its name exception of a small daily pa- ticularly in the field of civil
Atlanta, rights.
in
was derived, it was the "De- per
published
fender of Negro Rights." It
protested discrimination in the
North and lynching in the
South. Frazier states, "T h e
spectacular success of the De
fender was due to the fact
that it provided for mental
stimulation which the Negroes
experienced in their urban environment. For the masses
of Negores who had escaped
from the social and mental
isolation of the rural South,
the northern metropolis opened
a new world of ideas and adventures. The Negro's imagination was awakened by the
marvels of the city, which offered varoius escapes from
the pent-up existence which he
had known. The northern city
mental stimulation
provided
not only for the Negro fold,
but for the educated folk, as
well.
One of the most outstanding
phases in the history of the
Negro Press was the birth of
th e"Messenger" and "Crisis."
These two publications emerged immediately following
World War I. The Messenger
was a magazine advocating
socialist ideas. Crisis was the
official publication of the Na. JOHN B. RUSSWURM
tional
Association for the AdEditor
.. First American Negro
vancement of Colored People,
eirst Negro American College Graduate
became, under the editorship

By Whit Sengstacke
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Jessica Cleaves of Beverly
Hills was singing as far back
as she can recall, both of her
parents sang, and her mother
played piano. Jessica's ambition has always been for a
show business career, and, to
this end, she debuted in the
church choir at the age of ten
She began taking voice lessons
when she was fifteen, and she
received scholarships to both
the University of Southern California School of Music and to
the California Institute of the
Arts. She was brought into the

Floyd Butler is a native of
San Diego, California. and grew
up planning to be a jazz saxophonist. He thought less of
playing and more of singing
when he fell under the influence of the records of Jesse
Belvin in the late fifties. He
was also encouraged by his
(Floyd's) cousin who sang with
Billy Ward and the Dominoes.
After spending four years in
the Marine Corps, he, like HarHarry James Elston of DalHarry is the group's writer. ry Elston, joined the Ray
las began singing as a young- and it was he who composed Charles group. Floyd, who at-
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newly forming The Friends of
Distinction by Floyd Butler
whom she met in the Urban
League. At twenty, she is the
singing group's youngest member.
Barbara Jean Love also
comes from Beverly Hills. She
is the daughter of West Coast
disc jockey, Reuben Brown,
and has lived and was schooled in the Los Angeles area,
and attended Los Angeles City
College, as did Harry Elston.
She joined The Friends of
Distinction about six months
before the group's debut at the
Daisy.
Since The Friend's Daisy
appearance, the group has appeared at The Factory, Hollywood's other 'In' discotheque,
as well as the Beverly Hilton
in Los Angeles and Mr D's ii
San Francisco.

NEW RCA RECORDING GROUP

tended San Diego City College,
was assistant project director
for one of the agencies of the
Los Angeles Urban League for
two years prior to the formation of The Friends of Distinction.

Those interesting, contemporary harmonies wafting in from
the West Coast by way of RCA
Records belong to Victor's
unique new group. The Friends
of Distinction. Having made its
debut during the summer of
1968 at the Daisy, one of Hollywood's top discotheques, the
group was brought to the attention of the RCA executives
by The Friends' number one
fan. actor Jim Brown, who had
signed them to his management firm after hearing them
sing at their first professional
date

ster in the local church choir
with his older brother and
younger sister, they soon began performing as a trio, and
when Harry was fifteen, he left
to join the Johnny Otis Caravan. Following a two year hitch
in the U. S. Air Force and after a fling at professional baseball in which he made the first
team of the Los Angeles Angels, he decided to make a career out of singing when he
drifted into a rock group in
the early sixties. The group, in
turn, signed with the traveling
outfit of soul singe r, R a y
The Friends of Distinction Charles. It was here he met
are Harry Elston, Floyd Butler, Floyd Butler and the nucleus
Jessica Cleaves and Barbara of The Friends of Distinction
Jean Love.
was formed.

the lyrics to the Hugh Masekela hit, "Grazin' in the Grass."
The song was the initial RCA
single for the quartet and is included in The Friends of Distinction's debut Victor album,
"Grazin" (LSP-4149), scheduled for April release.

The Friends Of Distinction

SOUL

TRI STATE DEFENDER

"You have created and sustained a position of supreme
achievement in the field of recording, for yours is one of
the most polished, distinctive
and universally accepted
groups of our era. Your appeal
is not only to dissident youth
but to the belleaguered establishment.
"Class is the word for you,
Diana
Ross and
the Supremes."
Miss Ross and Supremes,
Mary Wilson, and Cindy Birdsong, said thanks for the recognition by giving the black-tie
affair audience at NARAS' an-

Supremes And Temps
Honored By NARAS
CHICAGO, 111. — The hierarchy of the recording world,
that's the National Academy of
Recording Arts & Sciences
(NARAS), paid eloquent homage to Diana Ross and the Supremes by citing them for "Supreme Achievement in the
Field of Recording."
The award was presented to
"The World's Best Female Vocal Group," by Kenny Solderbloni, president, Chicago Chapber of NARAS, on behalf of the
Chapter's Board of Governors
and Trustees.
The award was a plaque inacribed, simply
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BOSS "UGLY" BOB

wee
MELLOW JACK
AVERY DAVIS
LWILDCHILD NIGHT and DAY JOE B. YOUNG

MEMPHIS" SUPER SOUL
STATI,ON

CROSS*

HAMILTON

No.17 -.4571 Quince

5201 Highway 61 So

Ne.20 w. 3980 Pork Avenue
No.,26

No.27 1693 Lauderdalit
No.41 -.24511.Chalsoo Avow,

Barry Reed, who represents
London style tastes on the International Design Guild of Hart
Schaffner & Marx Clothes,
fashions a very shaped sport
coat with trim chest lines, high
armhole design, very wide lapels with high notched gorge,
deep center vent, wide lower
flap pockets with extra cash
pocket, slightly flared slacks.

All overseas servicemen's
wives are invited to attend.

The program will 'he about
the civilian health program of
the uniformed services.

There will be a meeting of
the Overseas Wives Club in the
Red Cross Building at 1400 Central ave. on Thursday, March
20, at 7:30 p.m.

Overseas Wives
Meet On Thursday

The well-known night club
entertainer will perform in the
Little Theatre located in campus in the Student Center.
The public is invited.

Donald Leace, a popular
guitarist and singer of Washington, D.C., will be presented
in concert at 8 o'clock this Saturday night, March 22, by the
sophomore class 01 LeMoyneOwen College.

Popular Guitarist
To Give 'Concert

LATER, BABY!!!

WORDS OF WISDOM:
"ERR IS HUMAN, TO FORGIVE IS DIVINE"

PICK TO CLICK
"FOOLISH FOOLS" — Dedicated to K.C., J.P., W.C., J.F.,
L.C., P.B.

Wilma Foster, Ronald Taylor,
and Beathel Jacksoe.

Wildcats Sock Soul
HAMILTON WILDCATS
SOCK SOUL

WIN yt) $500

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

Trito,40 WITH MEMPHIS'

1

Here we are once again,
nual dinner, a stirring sample
love children, Pat and
of their polished entertainment your two
Juanita, doing their "thang,"
prowess.
In New York, NARAS had so lean back sugar mamas and
papas, because we are ready
another honor for a Motown
group. The Temptations were to "rang-a-tang."
presented a "Grammy" for the
Let's do the "Twine Time"
academy's highest award in with the
the category of the "Best Rhythm and Blues" performance HIGHLIGHTS THAT SHINE
This week the "blue and
by a duo or group. It was their
million-plus best seller, white" shines on our energetic
"CLOUD NINE," that won librarian, Mrs. Helen Waterford. She resides at 672 Prothem the distinction.
The awards were true to vine Avenue.
the spirit of the two Motown
Mrs. Waterford is a graduate
groups' T.V. special, "TCB"
of Tennessee A & I State Uni(Taking Care of Business).
versity where she majored in
Library Science. She is advisor of the Debutant Society
and Library Science Club. The
Waterford Theatrical Club, is
a cultural club named after
Mrs. Waterford, because of her
interest in all students and
their achievements.
In religious life, Mrs. Waterford is General Superintendent
at Salem-Gilfield Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Waterford, as head librarian, believes firmly that
the library should be orderly
at all times if it is to fulfill
the purpose for which it was
designed.
CONGRATULATIONS, MRS.
WATERFORD, FOR BEING
ONE OF THE BEST! CAN
YOU DIG IT???
1. Jerry Brown make sure
you do nothing wrong because,
you have "COMP" that's coming on strong. (right Ruth?)
2. Sharmeen Caldwell, who
has your heart, is it, M.M.,
H.P. or a boy in a far off
land?
3. What's the run down Carolyn B.? Have you and Dennis W.'s love faded away or is
it that both are out to play?
BREAKING OUT IN THE
BOOGALOO, WE SEE THESE
TEENS IN THE SWINGS!
Mollison Robinson, Paulette
Cumming, Purvis Paraham,
Irma Preley, Jackie Peete,
Edwinna
Deberry, Linda
Trent, James Winton, Diane
Fitzgerald, Keith Stevenson,

. Hear More Super Soul Music

I
SHOP...

c-c 6
1E7

ca.

PLAY...

NOTN IMPS TO IVY!
It's Exciting
It's Fun
It's Free
Get Full Details. At The
Lucky Foods Store In
Your Neighborhood.

(Wpst Memphis)

No.11 - 1506 East Broadway

GET YOUR "CROSSWORD" CARD NOW
AT YOUR LUCKY FOODS STORE
No,7 - 452 East Shelby Drive

No.12 - 3.I52 Johnson

3.471 Poplar at Highland

No.14 - 4701 Highway 51 So

14e.1

No.2 -. 1471 Florida'at Parkway

2219 Florida

4280 Macon Rood

146.15 - 24111 Dwight Rood

No.8

Nen - 1478 National

No.9
661 Chelsea

140.4 -.549 South Parkway East
Ne.6
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pare tighter fiscal controls,
and keep Front St. Theatre
alive. Frost St. theatre could
then re-open in the Fall, at
Memphis State University, with
an exciting, progressive program and over the years make
every attempt to repay its
debts to you.
After much discussion and
consideration, the Board voted to follow the latter course.
However, if you are
(a) a guarantor, we encourage you to contact the bank
which has your guarantee to
make arrangements for payment of the amount you agreed
to secure.
(b) one of the businesses on
the Time-Pay Dotes at the First
National Bank, the bank is
making the call the latter part
of this week.
( c) one of the businesses
from which Front St. Theatre
has made purchases and the

brst

Wit

L
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LEARN TO DRIVE

If You Hare Any Trull. Wkit so ever

In Getting Drivel Licoose

1410-1-41-0-4C•

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

SEE Willie Sims At

Lincoln Center MARK IN

Equipped as follows,

• Radio, Healer, V,nyl roof, automatic

• Power steering, foctc,y air conditioning

• W16tewalls, deluxe
*cis, 11-tylinclor

ONLY

$19500
DOWN PAYMENT

• Bank financing available

• Plenty of free parking

Seirill*T[01

SOUL POWER 1010

A

SOUL POWER 1010

24 Hours of Solid Soul

American team were honored
recently at the Walter Camp
Foundation Awards banquet at
Yale University.

account is still unpaid, Front
St Theatre acknowledges the
indebtednesses which show on
its books; however, Front St.
Theatre has no money and
very few assets and cannot '
Pay You.
But, it is the intention of
the Board to make every attempt to keep Front St. Theatre open and to secure funds
over the years to pay each of
you back — whether you are a
guarantor as in (a), a business
as in (b) or (c), or involved in
(a), (b), and (c).
Your support for the development of the cultural climate of
this community is one of the
driving forces which persuaded the Board of Governors to
take this action. your support
also encourages us to work toward developing a bigger and
better new Front St. Theatre
for you and all citizens of this
area.

THEATRE WING
The Board of Governors, in
a special session on February
28, 1969, had to decide on one
of two choices before it regarding Front St. Theatre.
1. Front St. Theater, the only
professional regional non-profit
theatre in the states of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas,
was eleven-and-a-half years old
and very heavily in debt with
little hope for immediate financial help, and the Board could
have put the Theatre in voluntary bankruptcy. It would have
been easier to give up the fight
for survival of a Memphis institution so nationally recognized, but there would NEVER
have been any hope for the
paying off of the Theatre's
debts or for the reimbursing
of creditors in any manner.
OR
2. The Board could make
every effort to re-vitalize, reorganize, re-construct, and pre-

Z/7/11 —grZlialekX,y,,wzr7xtry,

¶7 o.
older

EAltri $1 to $5
every week
is, is. nate
art Nal Fete Prizes—

ALL AMERICANS MEET — J. Herbert, srice president of
Smirnoff Sales
Levies,
Jerry
flanker back for Southern Meth- Company and a former All.
oast University, receives the American in lacrosse at the
All-American'University of Maryland. All
Camp
Waller
football award from Charles the members of the INS AllAka&
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Tougaloo
Alumni Cite
Two At Meet

HELPFUL VISITOR — Three new Washington, D. C. liquor retailers get counter-display tips from an expert from New York.
Schenley !iidustries' Merchandising Manager Alfred Rubinstein (left), at industry
clinic sponsored jointly by area wholesalers
and retailers and Schenley. The "students"
are, from left: Jess Baker, assistant man-

TOUGALOO, Miss. — Dr.
George Owens, president of
Tougaloo College, and Henry
E. Briggs, director of public
relations and alumni secretary,
were honored last week by a
conference of the Tougaloo New
York Alumni Association.
At a recption in the Central
Paramount Hotel some 200 Tougaloo Alumni, joined by Alumni from Brown University and
its affiliated Permbrooke College, gathered for the presentation of appreciative plaques
to Dr. Owens and Briggs.
Earlier in the afternoon they
had been guests of Broadway
producer Hal James at a preview of his new musical,
ger, and Percy Knight, proprietor of "Come S u mmer," starring
Knight's Liquor Store at 4823 Georgia Ave- Ray Bolger. they were recognue N. W., and John Moorman, proprietor nized from the stage by Bolof Swan's Liquor Store of 1824 18th Street ger at his curtain call.
N. W. Mr. Rubenstein's outdated prop is
Alumni from Chicago, Washtypical of the get-thelob-done.without-frills ington and Connecticut, Tougawhich was the mood of the clinics.
loo Trustee Mrs. Justine Smadbeck, columnist for the Amsterdam News, and friends of
the college from Maine and
Massachusetts as well as New
York were in attendance.

Retail Liquor Business Opening
For Blacks In Washington Area

Blighted Area
Cleaned Up By
C&E Block Club

lashed7Aites
Will Cut Your rood Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps!
TOP PALUE STAMPS

Kroger

R EDEMPTION
CENTERS
are conveniently located

FRESH FRYERS
UP

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA

29c

U.S. Choice Tenderay
A novel approach to the Schenley Distillers Co.)
Highly successful Washington
problem of doing business in The opening phase of the retailers are showing the hopeghetto areas is being tested in program, a series of "clinics," ful new proprietors how to buy
Washington, D.C. and advance got quick and enthusiastic sup- judiciously, how to control
reports indicate that it could port from Washington's lead- their inventories, how best to
pay rich dividends. It's put- ing trade groups, including display their goods and, in
Center—Cut Rib
ting blacks into business in a l both the wholesale and the re- general, how to cut corners on
field long regarded as an un-Itail liquor dealers associa- expenses without curtailing the The Cossitt and Eastmoreofficial white monopoly — re-,tions, and from top executives services they provide or cheap- land (C&E) Block Club as;in the far-flung Schenley or- ening the stocks they offer for sembled at 884 Linden on
tail liquor stores.
Saurday, March 8, and launch-1 Thrifty
The plan, conceived by ganization without whose ap- sale.
a "Clean-Up" campaign
ed
Charles "Chuck"
Williams, proval the program would not
To put it in the vernacular:
short blocks of what is
two
chairman of The Nationa lhave gotten off the ground.
for
'What they actually are providBusiness League, and a direc- So far there have been five ing is the business savvy need- considered one of the most
tor of numerous other organi- Washington clinics, all con- ed to succeed in a retail op- blighted residential areas of
Morrell's Pride
zations including the Interra- ducted in the Municipal Build- eration once funds have been Memphis.
Sliced
cial Council for Business Op-i ing
•
Eastmoreland
and
Cossitt
which an elated District of raised to acquire one.
portunity and the Nassau Coun- Columbia government promptly
stand in the path of an Urban
lb.
The latter is a tough hurdle, Renewal section, where property (N.Y.) Office of Economic made available. The latest one
the
for
root
of
cause
the
hitherit
as
as
is
simple
Opportunity,
ty owners are not interested
on February 17 was addressed
is unique.
by Mrs. Joy Simonson, Chair. to almost total absence of Ne- in investing money to repair'
In brief, it calls for helping man of the local ABC Board gro proprietorship in the liquor buildings scheduled to be torn
black community businessmen whose members have backed store field is the chronic down.
(where blacks are concerned) In the meantime, its tenants
take over retail liquor stores the project from the outset.
as and when white owners Since almost everyone is in. tightness of money. Buying a must contend with broken winelect to sell out plus counsel triaued at the thought of hay- store takes money few possess dows, scattered glass, leaky
and even fewer can borrow. roofs, abandoned apartments
from successful established re- ing a business of his own, it
tailers willing to roll up sleeves wasn't difficult to arouse in Chuck's explanation of the and other symptoms of ghetto
and show the neophyte propri- terest among Negroes who latter difficulty is that "most living.
etdrs how to sell more mer-,otherwise face the prospect of banks have a consistent policy The block club and camWITH COUPON AND SS 00 ADDITIONAL
chandise and make bigger pro- working for someone else all of declining to make loans to paign were organized by Mrs.
fits,
their lives. Supplying t h e m anyone who can't show a sue- Catherine Mannery of 1267 S.
FIJRCHASE. EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND
work
the
But can any retailer afford with the "know how" to make cessful track record. But," he Wellington, and
to give his competitors a leg a liquor store earn a profit in. continues, "how can a man set force was supplemented by
FRESH OR FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS
up in the business?
stead of wither on the vine was any kind of a record if he isn't young men students of LeWilliams says yes. In fact, a horse of a different color. given a chance to compete?" Moyne-Owen College.
he says no retailer can afford So was raising the necessary
NOT to because "the one sure- capital.
Kroger Grade A
fire way to get people to pro- Cooperative effort solved
tect property is to let them both problems.
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
have some property of their Hilliard Schulberg, executive
own to protect."
director of the Washington Re- 1
liquor tail Liquor Dealers Association,I
considers
Williams
-Plain or Self—Rising
stores an ideal "pilot" project mobilized its membership
in the movement toward more provide unrivalled merchanblack ownership in black com- dising counsel while Williams
munities. In the first place, a and his associates in the Na-;
typical ghetto — he prefers tional Business League tackled
the term "Inner City" — haO.he matter of finance.
,ger
flir0
more of them than any other None had' an easy task. All
delighted
at
are
progress
the
store.
Secondly,
kind of retail
such licensed stores are be- that has been made.
ginning to be put up for sale With Schulberg's cooperation,
by their white owners. Finally, some three dozen Negro liquor
Eatmor e
they lend themselves well to a store owners in the nation's
husband-wife operation. The capital are getting continuous
field also happens to be one counseling on the finer points
in which Williams is an author- of retail liquor merchandising
ity (he's a vice-president of from the men who know it best.

59
lb. 790
590
490

Chuck Steaks

All-Meat Bolo

FULLY -

'
lb

Pork Chops

Sliced Bacon

10 A.M.-5 P.M.
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
CLOSED MONDAYS

COOKED

HAMS

lb.

5

A Sy—The—

ki Pieces

lb.

Mb

lb.
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LARGE TIDE
FAB or CHEER

Tri-State Defender

News Carriers
Win Prizes

Coordinator On Urban
Affairs Is Appointed
Clifford C. Coles has been grams and generate outside
resources for use in company
named to the newly created ,
activities. AMA's communitpost of Coordinator of Urbant ment, reflecting our memberAffairs for the American ship's evident desire, is to add
Management Association. He our resources to the search for
will also retain his present constructive solutions to the
position as Director of Opera- nation's urban problems."
tion Dialogue, an activity of Mr. Coles, a native of Brook-1
AMA's affiliate, The Presi- lyn, New York, came to The'
dents Association.
Presidents Association in 19661
announcement,
Shaw University in
from
the
making
In
Alexander B . Tr owbridge,I Raleigh, North Carolina, wheret
President of AMA, said 'that'he was Director of Develop-I
Mr. Coles "will serve as the ment and Public Relations.!
central point of coordination of Before that he was with the
AMA's activities devoted to Federation of Protestant Welthe study of America's urban fare Agencies, Inc., a s al
problems and the role Of the' Homefinding Consultant, 1111(11
in with the Children's Aid Society
management community
their resolution. He will ad- as Caseworker. He holds a:
vise those in the Association's' B. A. in Sociology from Shaw
program, publication, media University and an M. S. from
and research fields as to the Columbia University School of
scope and content of their proj- Social Work.
ects.
He will serve as the official
point of contact for AMA with
those other organizations en- .
Att 4 WWI
vow,.
gaged in urban-oriented pro-

School
To Stage
An Operet:a
An operetta in three acts.
"Land of Dreams Come True,"
will be presented by the Pro
on
spect Elementary Schmool
Thursday night, March 27, at
710 P. nt
It Is being directed by Mrs
L. B. Chandler. Mrs. M. R
Brooks is principal.

CONTEST BEGINS WITH THE
NUMBER OF COPIES SOLD
JANUARY 25. The CONTEST
ENDS WITH THE NUMBER OF
COPIES SOLD AND REPORTED
FOR THE WEEK OF APRIL 26
75 to 100 COPIES PER WEEK
50 to 75 COPIES PER WEEK
25 to 50 COPIES PER WEEK
1011101110

IMO

20 oz.

SANDWICH
BREAD

pkg.

570
Mother's Best Meal 5 390
Q 59
Nayonnaise
6 $1.00
Margarine
BANQUET
MEAT PIES

Doz.

The Number Sold By Each Carrier
Jan 25 Will B. Their Bose.

ietd R"staca O,c Eciet* Veal
agd Regf Ecielv Vete
Prizes Will Be Announced Later

HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC. yaw. Nun

lbs.

TURKEY

or BEEF
8—oz. pkg.

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 357 — 3134
PHONE 526 — 7154

'az 29

8—oz.
Loaves

BON S COUPON
Plus Top Value Stamps 12
1
ii

Oven snack curls ID

50

with 2 Pkgs. country

SO

with 2 pkgs. mornustyie Soft Cookies
with 2 cans Kroger Vac.Pec Nuts
with I 'ergs Angel Wood Cake

SO
SO
50
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
25
25
25
25
25

with•9.40. bucket of Ground
Boor at 92.95
with 3-lb,. or more Ground
Chuck or Ground Round
with? Sirloin or T-Borl•
Tenderay Stoma
with 2 pkgs. Wryer Breast,
Leal or Thighs
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast
Loin Pork Choos
with any 2 Pkgs. CenterSliced Ham
wit', any 2 S.Oz.Pkgs. Kroger
Sliced Lunch Meet,
with 2-lbs. Of more Tann. Pride
who's Hog So...talks
with h -peck Tomatoes
with 2 heads Lettuce
with 31 e or flf Banana*
With 5 sans Corn
with 111.11sL tiatatcws

35C
Ptedeata . .
31c31 °)1 Z0 .8
"TEEN
113-16 .

'afe,. Pula

Yell" Cling

TOWN
SINGERS'
• every Sunday IF

FLORIDA
ORANGES 15

-* afternoon at
1:00 P.M.

5 -lb Bog

Sweet Potatoes
Yellow Corn
Winesap Apples

51—lb.

—lb. Bag

CHICKEN,

Star-Kist Tuna
Del Monte Catsup
Kroger Peaches

nro3cr

20.0z.
Large Tide
1 0 Cheer or Fab pkg. 1ct
with this coupon and $5.00 addition. Cal
ol purchase, secluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products. Goad
thru Tues., March 25. Limit One,

.KWV/IC9er
i
(r61k.gerAnninintni

•

Win By Points
100 Points For Customer List
" " Prompt Report
75
" Each New Costomer
10

Fender Body Work

OM

:.,Large Eggs

ALL

9

t

putt 0
Butt 5

5 590
10 0 690
ears

WDIA
RADIO
ffiii!.??1:x

re.
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Task Force Team For College
Unions Gets New Co nsultant
GRAIdBLING, La. — Clifton tion in the United States.
team of 20 consultants who will
Smith, recreation b5sistant in In announcing Smith's ap- form groups of three to five
the Grambling College student pointment, Max H. Andrews, members
each. Resource
union, has been appointed to a executive director of ACUI, teams will visit
an average of
task force team on human re- said task force members will one campus a
month, or apsources to consult with pre- concentrate on activities pro-iproximately 50 campuses
diadominantly Negro institutions gramming assistance, physi- ing the academic year.
Return
of higher education in the area cal plant management a n d visits
for re-evaluation will be
of 'organization, administration techniques of facilities involv- attempted
during the summer
and *valuations of student ac- ed in student activities, per- or spaced
throughout the year.
thitees in college unions.
sonnel management, fiscal Each visitation will involve
The project is sponsored by management, and staff pro-,observation, consultation,
leethe Association of College fessional development.
iture-discusions, case studies,
Unions-International, a profes- Smith is part of a qualifiedl and
training session.
sional organization of 800 college unions, with headquarters
at Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.
Founded in 1914, the organization now claims affiliates in
several countries outside the
United States and Canada, including Japan, the British
Isles, South America, and the A new Bureau of Information- reau, which will be headed by
Middle East. The ACUI is one including a rumor squad — has Assistant Chief 0. J. Billings,
r
of the oldest professional or- been established by the Shelby will be housed in new quarters
: on the ground floor of the
ganizations in higher educaCounty Sheriff's Office it was Criminal Courts Building at
announced by Sheriff William 150 Washington.
N. Morris, Jr.
In addition to informing the
"We have felt for some press and general public of
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief, time,"
Sheriff Morris said, matters concerning the Shethat lasts with ORA-.1EL. Speed-release
"that public cooperation is vi- riffs Department the Shelby
formula puts it to work Instantly to Stop throbt•Ing
tal to efficient law enforcement,'County Jail, or the state or
toothsc he pain,so safe doCand the public must be inform- county courts, Chief Billings
io rs recommend It for
ed to be able to provide this will oversee the new rumor
Inetesting.
necessary function."
squad operation, Sheriff Moro
He said the Information Bu- ris said.

LeMoyne-Owen
Sports Program
Gets Underway
LeMoyne-Owen
Colle ge's
spring sports program is underway.
The baseball squad, coached by Robert Grater and Jon
Bellew, will be at Christian
Brothers College for a double-header starting at 1 p.m.
this Saturday, March 22.
There will be more baseball
Tuesday at 4 p.m. with the
Magicians going against Rust
at Bellevue Park.
The Memphians will host U.
T. Martin at 1 p.m. Saturday,
March 29, at Bellevue, and
Lane, Tuesday, April 1, at 3
p.m., also at Bellevue.
The LeMoyne-Owen golfers
will take on Tuskegee and
Fisk, March 24; Christian
Brothers, March 26, and Lane,
April 1. The matches will be
played
at Riverside.
Golf
coach is Justin Reed.
The track team, coached by
Edgar Brown, will participate in the Memphis Relays at
the Fairgrounds, March 28-29.

Sheriff Establishes
Information Bureau

TOOTHACHE
ra-jel•

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very bestbuy in Memphis
414111514 In Memphis by Mismpillons
merwrushed rushed dolly to your big
Hogue IL Knott supermarket for
mexiature freshness.

e
finite & it noft \'
Hamburger
i
or Hof Dog

BUNS

4.

%

LeMOYNE-OWEN TRUSTEES — This Is a recent photograph of 13 members of LeMoyne-Owen College's board of
trustees. The board is composed of 20 persons. First row,
left to right: the Rev. S. A. Owen of Memphis, Edwin
Dalstrom, chairman, of Memphis, Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president, and the Rev. B. G. Ragsdale of Knoxville.
Second row, left to right: T. R. McLemore of Memphis

NEW YORK — In an open
conference on crime in the
ghetto, sponsored by the Harlem Branch of the NAACP,
special emphasis was placed
on the importance of increas, Students at LeMoyne-Owen, Mr. Wade also will serve on dents after the program and Crutchfield, Beatrice Williams, ing communications between
'College will be given first-hand a panel which will include Ru- return to the campus next Monetta Harris and the student the community and the police.
information about black capi- fus Jones, owner and operator week to interview and recruit government president, Donnell Vincent Baker, chairman of
talism and business opportuni- of Jones' Big Star grocery on students.
Cobbins.
the anti-crime committee, and
ties during a special program E. McLemore, and Willie T. This effort is being sponsor- Faculty advisor is Peter For- Thomas Pettaway, chairman
'starting at 10:30 this Friday Miles, a LeMoyne graduate ed by the junior class and manek.
of the panel on law enforce!morning in the Little Theatre who is now a member of the James Watkins, class president
ment, both stressed the im;of the Alma C. Hanson Me- personnel department of RCA. and chairman of the program,
portance of having the police
morial Student Center.
LeMoyne-Owen students sitting said the sponsoring group
accept anonymous reports of
Lawrence S. Wade, general on the panel will be Charles hopes to (1) acquaint students
crimes to help get the cooperamanager of Mutual Federal Diggs, president of the senior with opportunities in business LOUISVILLE, Ky. —(NP!) tion of the area residents.
and president of Metro-Mem- class; Debra Harmon and Eu- and the qualifications needed — Old Wallace backers never Chief Inspector Walter J.
phis Development Company, gene Johnson.
to take advantage of these op- die. They just form a new Kendall, Jr., in supporting this
will give the main talk. Mr. Representatives from 12 or portunities and (2) to develop political organization they hope suggestion, said the residents
Wade, a graduate of LeMoyne, more large business establish- a continuing relationship be- will develop into a national of the communitsy "are our
will discuss -The Need for ments will be in the audi- tween the college and the conservative party. Right-wing eyes and ears."
remnants of the backers of Jeff Greenup, branch presiCommitment."
ence. They will lunch with stu- cornmunity.
Other students in key roles Presidential candidate George dent, speaking during the disare Gwendolyn Williams, in C. Wallace held a tw 0-day cussion on narcotics addiction
charge of the panel; Calvin meeting here where their presi- and rehabilitation, emphasized
Herring.
publicity;
Delores dent, William K. Shearer, told "the political nature of the
Williams, corporation contacts; them:
dope traffic," saying that it,
Freda Green, in charge of com- 1 "We are on the way to saving too, is "organized crime just
REFRIGERATOR $25.00
pany interviews, and Nannie 'America."
like the numbers."
Cense see taese sal all ether Blertahee

Wade Will Address Students At College

*k
trv:t
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BREAD BJ1,0,r
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS TV= 2n
Lid= Loaf

Council Thrift Shop

Mon

Mixed.
Veg.
lo ez.Pkg. 130

BUTTER
Beans
10 oz.
Pkg.

SINGLE ADULTS
Call 323-1364
For Recorded Message 24 Hours
A Day
HELP WANTED
Women to go into Business for
themselves, Selling
Symbra
Custom fitted Bras. Girdles and
Swim Wear
MRS. E. B. STEVENS

WANTED
Lady for Saleework must be alert and
attractive 21 to 35 years of age.
Apply in Person. 3046 Chelsea Ave.

170

Rebuilt Kenmore Washer 47.50 Ik up.
Guaranteed 6 mo. free delivery. Mid
South Appliance Fiery. 822 Semmes
Call: 458-0067.

Peas & Carrots
10 pz. pkt 120

y 36" Elec. Range 57.50. 3 mo. guaranteed Mid South Appliance Service 8".:2
' Semmes Call: 458-0067.
38" Gas Stove, 52.50. 3 mo. guaranteed
Can: 468-00671
MN South Appliance
1 horsepower G.E. Air Conditioner 67.50
3 mo. guaranteed Hid South Appliance
Service 822 Semmes Call: 458-0067.

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

PORK LIVE

All Major Appliances. All work
Guaranteed. Rebuilt Appliances
For Sale
MIDSOUTH
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
CALL 4584067

HELP WANTED
A Progressive Debit Insurance Company in Memphis haa opening for an
additional salesman or saleslady. 5
day week. Good starting salary plus
opportunity for rapid advancement.
Call 276-3605 for Interview

Snow Fresh

Houge & Knott
PURE PORK

Sliced

Expert Repairs On

2268 Park Ave.

TOIINGTOWN KITCHEN
Included Electric Range Top, I.-Shape
Base Cabinet. Broiler Oven in Cabinet.
Copper Vent-a-hood Sandlewood color.
Good condition. Atrractive price can
be brought separate or all together.
Council Thrift Shop
2268 Park Ave.

dib

DUBON

HAM
HOCKS
lb 490'

AD SECTION

MATERNITY CLOTHES
Large assortment, very reliable priced.
We still have some winter clothes. And
good assortment of Summer clothes
For all your clothing Bargains come
to:
Council Thrift Shop
2268 Park Ave.

To Limit Cleonetjes
Real Meaty

Anti-Crime
Project
In Harlem

Never Say Die

pkg. 2
"a
5

Ilfe,Resarve The Right

George E. Mallouk of Garden City, N. Y., Benjamin Goodman of Memphis, Dr. Henry B. Gotten of Memphis, the
Rev. W. C. Holmes of Memphis, and Dr. Wesley A. Hotchkiss of New York. Third row, left to right: the Rev. A.
McEwen Williams of Memphis, the Rev. Howard E. Spragg
of New York, and Berkeley Burrell of Washington, D.

in every sip
of Seagram's V.0.—the
Smooth Canadian.

FURNITURE
WHOLESALE

JOE WILLIE MOH will not be remom/able for eny bill, that BATHERINE PUGH makes.

SAUSAGE

402 S. Edgemont Cir.
N. W.
Huntsville,,Alabama
35811
Ph.(205)852-3686

-'CAN YOU USE

lb. 230

31b. bag

1.25

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Kraft

(Wotan Hines

Pancake
Mix
250
1 lb. box
Kraft Red

Plum
Preserves
sz. 250

Hefty

Trash
Bags
15 Count
230

Mayonnaise
Li t 47c

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

v4.1/1.1
%.11

PVLIIIPS

oefulmoti 41

I

Save Money & Time
Call for representatives to
come to your home for any
purchase of furniture Direct
Factory to you. No middle man
cast. Name Brand furniture —
working men's prices. All furs
iture 550 above factory price.
D&D Furniture

CANADIAN WHISKY—A BLEND Of SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO. NYC.

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
f he Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:

Alexander Sundry
387 L•oth

Jiffy Sundry
2509 Park Av., 452-3101

POST OFFICE
II•ale Branch

Woolco
South 3.41

Aldo!. Cash Grocery
862 W•I I ingten 5274150

Jiffy Sundry
752 N. Dunlop

Pantax• Drug r2
709 Beale

V & N Sundry
3092 Moises

Bungalow Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Joe Hong Grocery
I 551 Nrethererood

Prospect Resell
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

Nifty Sundry
2541 Supreme

Bailey's Drug Store
2547 Broad Avenue

Park Krick DT,v•
2268 Park Are

Royal Sundry
2495 Carne•

Triple A Sundr y
303 Vance

5.11. Sundry
94.3 Lauderdale 526-9940

Bislievuts 7 11 Drive Inn Gro.
1604 S. Bellevue

Res•wood Pharmacy
1918 Lauderdale

College Street Sundry
1140 College

3 & 1 Sundry
2119 Chelsea Av•

Rose Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans

C•nt,01 Prescription Shop
550 Vatic•

Pearson Grocery
3540 Weaver Rd.

Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948-4531

Kauffman Drive-In Grocery
1297 Lauderdale

Russell Rittiall Drug.
2445 Chelsea

Ewing Esse Servic• Sto
667 M•ssi•sippi

Klondyke Food Center
1287 Vellentine 276-9509

Silver Star Drive-In Cr...
178 W. Mitchell Rd.

Ford Road Drive-In
3199 Ford Rood

Klondyke Sundry
1293 Valiantly* 272-3112

Seymer• Sundry
Vosic• & Lauderdale

Fort's Solon
729 Randle

L & H Sundry
142 Silv•roge

Suburban Drug
752 E. McLemore 946-4576

Geotge Walker's Hews
1101 Firestone

McGowert Sundry
349 Vance

Stroller Drug•
2192 Chelsea 276-25118

Glenview Sundry
1550 Netherwood

Magnolia Sundry
2037 Bayl• An*

Smith Sundry
1447 Florida

Golden'.Sundry
2533 Perk Ave. 324-9322

Model Laundry
204 W. Brook•

Smith's Texaco Servic• Ste
337 Mitchell Rd.

Gess Pharmacy
$ alker Avenue

Montosi
Oh Madison

Please send The Tri-state Defender to:

Hawkins Grill
1247 E. AScLemer•

Mead Sundry
448 Walk•r

at,
Sent By

1.3. See,hy
615 Vance Avenue

Mac Drive-In
367 Tillman

Flavor Kist

Coconut
Creams
14 37 Pkg 45C

Company
Phone 393-3810

Reduced Rates FOR

Reynolds
Reg Wrap
12 — x25' 270

Central Sundry
.106 E. Calhoun

sr

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER_
973 SG THIRD
3362 SUMMER

P
Err Sundays for For your Shopping Convenience 9 A fel to 7

SEND THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO SERVICEMEN ANYWHERE AT
REDUCED RATES

6 MONTHS $3.5 0 1 YEAR $6.00
State

lel
Grocery
1560 S. Parkway 5.

SERVICEMEN

M

Subscription Department
P.O. Boa 3 1 1

Memphis, Tenn

Jefferson Grocery
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
•

Inn

Gro.

NEWS MART
All (hovel-Town Papers
10 N. Main 5264648
Oriole Dreg
1014 Mississippi 441-1711

Trigg Avenue Sundry
155 I. Trigg
Soares Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
525-8311 - 5264727
kfer•s Supermarket
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
All Outvol-Tewn Pews
115 Monroe Ay• 526.9970

Lsinow Sundry
2086 Ch•Isee
Lincoln Sundr y
652 Richmond
Wellington Street Sundry
9111S. Wellington
Prescott Drugs
S. Bellevue & Gill
Little Lite Sundry
1619 Lathan
•
General Dr ugs
281 W. Mite/101
N•ivs Vender
Kreger S. 3rd
N•es Vender
Main at Linden
News Veld*.
Main et Vance
Hews Vender
Main at Calhoun
News Vender
Kreger Aitweys it Lamer
Vic'• Sundries
3013 Johnson Ave
Wellington Sundry
251 E. Hel•fter•

